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SULTANS: GUARDIA S OR
FIGURE HEADS?
Constitutional Monarchy: Theory Vs Practice
1948- 1993
To get a beHer understanding of the recent
controversy Involving the royalty it is necessary to
study the evolution of our constitutional monarchy in
recent times. Aliran president DR ARIFFIN OMAR looks
at how events since 1948 have influenced the sultans
and whether they have lived up to the expectations
of the people.
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n the last issue we discussed
the withdrawal of the Malayan
Union and its substitution by
the Federation of Malaya
Agreement 1948. Some Malay
nationalists saw this as a great
victory. However, it was a
hollow victory.
Even though the British gave up
the Malayan Union, many of its
essential features were retained such
as a strong centralised government
and the creation of a Malayan
identity even though this was what
was opposed so vehemently by
Malay nati~. Though it was
believed that the Federation would
do away with state loyalties, such
was not the case.
The very f~t that there were
nine
sultanates
within
the
Federation. ensured that state
loyalties would remain f<X" a
considerable time. The establishment
of a Federation was a concession to
the continued existence of the
sultanates.
However, the British in their
agreements with the sultans made
sure that. whatever advice was
tendered by them, the sultans would
accept without opposition unless the
advice impinged upon Malay adat
and Islam.
UMNO had not yet emerged as
the strong monolithic force that it is
today f<X" the simple reason that at

I

lefote 1957 1tte Malay rulerJ dutifully signed whatever blls the llftllh
ptesented to them.

that point in time UMNO was a
mere federation of state associations
with all the rivalries that went with
it
Furthcnnore UMNO was having
problems with Dato Onn who felt
that a narrow mono-ethnic approach
towards nationhood was doomed to
fail w-e. Onn left UMNO to foWld the
lndeperuknce of Malaya Party
which tried to build up a
multi-ethnic front to demand
independence. Needless to say, he
failed dismally.
Tile rulers who were restored to
their thrones, did not misbehave
outrageously. But there were one or
two exceptions to this rule.
Tile one case that comes to mind
is that of the late Sultan Ibrahim of
Johor who shot at a car that was
overtaking him in Johor in the 50s.
Unfortunately, the occupant of the
car
was
the
millionaire-philantrophist Aw Boon
Haw.
Tile incident was brought to
court in Singapore and Sultan
Ibrahim lost his case. He treated the
verdict of the court with utter
contempt as he felt that the laws did
not apply to him in his state. As
sultan of Johor he felt that he should
have precedence over everyone else.
To a certain extent this may have
been so but if this logic were to be

extended to the rules of traffic it
would create some problems.
Tile other case dealt with the late
Sultan Abu Bakar of Pahang whose
love life somehow found its way into
the papers. It was alleged that he
married a famous ftlm actress even
before she was formally divorced
from her husband.
It was doubtful whether these
few incidents thrauened in any way
the constitutionaJ framework of the
states concerned or even that of the
Federation. Generally from 1948 till
1957, the British did not have a
difficult time with the Malay rulers
who signed on the dotted lines
whatever bills that were presented to
them. 1bere were many reasons for
this.
Firstly, the British would not
brook any nonsense from the rulers.
Secondly, the rulers were keenly
aware of their wretched experience
during the Malayan Union crisis and
they wanted to avoid any incident
that would suUy their dented image.
Thirdly, their ambitions were limited
and they did not have dreams of
becoming multimillionaires though
WldoubtedJy some of them were
very wealthy.
When
we achieved our
independence, our Constitution was
prepared by legal experts from the
Commonwealth. In the constitution
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where there was provision for a
constitutional monarchy, it was
envisaged that the principle of
checks and balances would apply. In
theory, nothing could go wrong as it
was all thought out carefully.
Hashim Yeop Sani in his book
Our Constitution stated that
"Federalism in the Constitution owes
its existence to the existence of the
Rulers in the Malay ~. When
independence carne the position of
the Rulers had to be protected and
they had to be given conspicious
parts to play in the form of structure
of govenunent" So they were not
just meaningless and expensive
figw-eheads.
Hashim Y. Sani adds that "each
Ruler would be the head of the
constituent StaleS. Together the
Rulers formed the Conference of
Rulers which would act as a Third
House of Parliament on religious
matters, the Rulers' own rights and
privileges and certain other matters.
Tile existence of the Rulers also
became a basis for the choice of a
Supreme Head for the Federation.
that is the Yang di-Pertuan Agong."
Tile fust Prime Minister Tunku
Abdul Rahman was able to cope
weU with the rulers. 1bere were no
serious problems that threatened the
constitutional framework of the
nation.
The Tunku was very fllTTl when
dealing with rccaJcitrant rulers. He
would call them up and give them a
good scolding in private for he was
not keen to suUy their image in
public. Thus the rakyat were not
exposed to the misbehaviour of the
rulers though some of them were
guilty of some misconduct
Tile Tunku being a prince in his
own right had the ~ and
confidence to deal with troublesome
rulers and could cwb their bOO
behaviour if the need arose.
Tile only complaint I have about
the late Prime Minister was that he
did not really involve the rulers in a

meaningful role as constructive
constitutional monarchs. Partly
because the Tunlru was so confident
he felt that he did not need them to
play a positive role in any way.
However the riots of 13 May
1969 which led to Tun Abdul Razak
becoming Prime Minister had a far
reaching effect on the Malay
monarchies. It created an alliance
between UMNO and the Malay
rulers.
Since the position of the Malay
community, the rights and priveleges
of the Malays and the rulers carne
under some form of criticism during
the incidents leading to the riots, it
was felt by some Malay leaders that
the Constitution should be amended
to safeguard Malay rights and
privileges via the rulecs. Thus we
witnessed
the
Constitutional
(Amendment Act1971) (ActA30of
1971) in which the powers of the
rulers were vastly enhanced.
The consent of the Conference of
Rulers is now required for the
amendment to Articles 10, 62, 72
and 150 as amended. All these

Articles deal with what have been
described as sensitive matters.
Thus questioning the rights and
privileges of the rulers became an
offence. Futhermore, these rights and
privileges could only be reviewed by
the rulers themselves and any
attempt by anyone to question or
criticise these rights would be a
breach of the Sedition Act
All these amendments were done
in the pious hope that we would
have rulers who could live up to
what was expected of them. They
were to be guardians of the rights of
all communities, protectors of civil
order and stability and in addition
they were to play a positive role as
enlightened monarchs.
It is a point of debate as to what
this role is but we in Aliran believed
that while they were supposed to be
guardians of the law and safeguard
law and order, they must also play
their role in safeguarding the
interests of the rakyat against
encroachment by the Executive via
the passage of laws that deprive and
cwb the civil liberties of the ra};yat.
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However, in this aspect our rulers
have failed so dismally. They have
stood up to defend their rights and
privileges so vigorously but when
we look at the list of obnoxious laws
that are in existence such as the ISA,
OSA. the Police Act, the Printing
Presses Act and the Societies Act
which have all been amended from
time to time to make them even
more draconian, our rulers have not
only kept silent about such laws but
have merrily signed on the dotted
line any such Bill presented to them.
Thus their role as checks and
balances in the consitutional
framework was irrelevent It became
instead cheques and (bank) balances.
But worse was to follow, when
Tun Hussein Onn became Prime
Minister. there were bad signs that
some rulers were beginning to
misbehave. In Pahang, it was alleged
that the ruling house refused to sign
bills passed by the state legislature
unless the state government
complied with certain financial
demands imposed upon it
However, Hussein took a flJTO
stand against such unreasonable
actions by the Pahang ruling house
and succeeded in checking the abuse
of royal authority.
It was noted that Razak and
Hussein were flJTO and did not give
in to unreasonable demands.
However when Dr Mahathir
succeeded Hussein, the problems
were compounded. To begin with
Mahathit was not as powerful as he
is today. There were rival factions
within UMNO and some of them
would have been too pleased to see
the last of him.
Ma.hathit needed to strengthen
his position. He had to make his
poSitiOn
as
PM
virtually
impregnable. Thus we saw the
Constitutional Crisis of 1983 when
Mahathir
introduced
brood
amendments that would give the
executive branch of the government
immense powers.

The 1983 Crisis was seen as ann
twisting on the part of the
government towards the royalty
when one of the amendments
introduced stipulated that the King
must give his consent to any Bill
passed by Parliament Were he to
deny his consent, the Bill would still
become law after thirty days.
The PM's argument was that the
changes were necessary because
some rulers withheld their consent to
bills as evident in the case of Pahang
and thus made it impossible to
administer the state.
The role of the monarchs became
even more questionable when they
became involved in business deals
whether directly or through proxies.
It was even alleged that titles were
sold to the highest bidder and that
some sultans even connived with
crooked businessmen in the

importing of duly free luxwy cars

and illegal timber logging.
If the sultans started to behave
badly, this was partly due to the
rising group of young, brash and
arrogant Malay businessmen who
were cultured by the government
under the NEP. The rise of this group
and their indecent flaunting of their
wealth and influence made the
sultans feel insecure and somewhat
envious.
In the past there was the virtual
absence of this rich Malay middle

class and it was the sultans who had
wealth and power. Not so now as
they felt that their kerrudiaan and
kedaulatan were under threat.
So
sultans
too
became
businessmen .and got involved in
crooked dealings. If the politicians
and their hangers on could do it with
immunity what was wrong about
sultans getting involved too?
But Mahathir could not act
against them yet as he too was facing
serious problems. The split in
UMNO between him and Tengku
Razaleigh forced Mahathir to make
allies of some Malay rulers.
When UMNO was deregistered
and UMNO Baru was formed it was
known that some Malay sultans
urged their subjects to support
UMNO Baru. This was a clear
violation of their role as
constitutional heads as they were
supposed to be above pany politics.
Unlike the case of the KeJantan
sultan no action was taken against
them as they backed Mahathir and
not Semangat 46. So much for the
rule of law.
Mahathir's dependence on the
monarchy became· even more
obvious during the crisis involving
the Judiciary and the executive as
was seen in the case of Tun Salleh
Abbas who was removed and the
five brave judges who were
suspended when they merely bied to
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do their duty. The role of the then
Agong in removing Salleh Abbas
would always remind us of the
negative role played by the
monarchy.
The incredibly bad laws and
amendments to existing bad laws all
signed without a murmur by our
monarchs showed all too clearly that
the principle of checks and balances
did not exist Malaysians familiar
with the positive role of monarchies
in other countries asked themselves
whether if ever our monarch could
be like them. The answer is best left
to our readers.
Thus when the 1993 crisis
emerged, it was not surprising that
not many Malaysians sympathised
with the Malay rulers when it
became too obvious that they were
just merely fighting for their own
interests and cared next to nothing
about the miseries of their rakyat and
the bad laws and policies that the
rakyat have had to put up with all
these years.
In spite of himself Mahathir has
tremendous
support
from
Malaysians of all walks of life
including Aliran in the actions he has
taken against the monarchs.
Mahathir is no saint but the general
view that Malaysians have of their
monarchs was that they were
basically self-seekers who had no
notion of their role as guardians of
the Malaysian Constitution or
protectors of the rakyat.
On the contrary the rulers were

seen as living in ostentatious
opulence while wasting the wealth
of the state for their own selfish
pursuits, greedy for more wealth
despite having luxurious palaces,
expensive cars, jet planes, yachts all these in the midst of the poverty
of the rakyat - and mercilessly
abusing their rakyat as th~ flaunt
their privileges and power. •

SUCCESSION TO THE THRONE:
Don't Open the Pandora's Box
he call by Shahidan Kassim
(BN-Arau) to investigate the
legitimacy of the Sultan of
Kelantan occupying the throne of
Kelantan should be treated with
extreme caution as it has serious
political
implications.
The
question of legitimate succession

T

The Conference olllulers Is th• most approprfat• body to selll• disputes
over succession.

7h• Sultan of Kelantan

to the throne in the Malay states
would be best left to the royal
families of the states concerned.
There are rules and criteria
which would be adhered to in
the selection of a successor to the
throne.
It must be remembered that if
Encik Shahidan's suggestion is
ever taken seriously, the present
ruler of Trengganu would have
difficulties in explaining his
succession to the Trengganu
throne in view of the fact that
ex-Sultan Ali of Trengganu who
was removed by the British after
the war is still alive and still

considers himself the legitimate
ruler of Trengganu.
The present ruler of Selangor
would have to contend with the
claims of the descendants of the
late ex-Sultan Musa Udin who
was also removed from his
throne by the British after the
War.
Even worse, some ruling
dynasties would have their
legitimacy questioned.
For instance the Johor ruling
family would be seen to be not
legitimate because the family
originated from the Bendahara
family that took over the throne
after the regicide of Sultan
Mahmud II in 1699.
Furthur, the descendants of
Sultan Hussein who signed away
Singapore to the British might
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also press their claims to th<
throne of Johor.
Therefore it would mak<
sense to leave the issue o
succession to the throne to th'
relevent royal families of th'
states concerned. If there is an!
dispute, it would be better t<
leave the issue to be settled b!
the conference of rulers who i1
any case are related to one
another.
Any attempt by UMNC
politicians to decide on the
legitimacy or otherwise of an:
reigning sultan might open ;
pandora's box which may have
serious
cons~uences
fo
U.M.N.O. itself. •
Arlffln Oma

RESERVATIONS REMAIN
In spite of assurances
ALIRAN organised a discussion in KL between Its
members and the former Lord President, Tun Mohd
Suffian bin Hashim and the out- going President of the
Bar Council, Raja Aziz Add ruse, the day before
Parliament sat to deliberate the revised constitutional
amendments. There remains concern whether the
amendments will truly protect the monarchical
system or may Instead be the first step toward
abolishing the monarchies, writes AMAR GILL.)

arliament has passed the
revised amendments to the
Constitution taking away
the legal immunity of the Rulers
and the Bill is likely to become
law with the majority of Rulers
already having shown their
agreement. It is thus opportune to
renect on the significance of
these changes.
With
the
amendments
stripping away the immunity that
Rulers have enjoyed, a Ruler can
in future be booked for speeding,
double parking, as well as other
more serious crimes. He may
also be sued by other parties if
they believe he has infringed
their civil rights.

P

IMMUNITY FOR THE
EXECUTIVE
What is significant is that
while the immunity the Rulers
have been understood to enjoy
are now stripped. the immunity
of Lhe Executive from the
judicial process has increased
over the last few years. The
Home Minister can revoke
permits, and
not
approve
applications for establishing new

publications or pnntwg houses.
These decisions are not subject
to review in the courts.
Neither can the courts review
the decision of the Home
Minister to detain an individual
under the ISA. And by the Police
Act, the courts cannot review the
decision of the police not to
grant
permits
for
various
gatherings.
"The immunity of the Home
Minister
from
having
his
decision
being
judicially
reviewed is more serious," says
Tun Suffian. "For if we had a
mad Home Minister who does
not hesitate to arrest under the
ISA people who disagree with
him, where is the protection of
the citizen?"
It would seem inconsistent
that the exercise of power by the
Executive is not subject to
review by the courts while MPs
declare that no one should be
above the Ia w.
It is a serious threat to civil
liberties that the exercise of the
power to detain by the Home
Minister cannot be reviewed by
the courts. Why not? Why
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shouldn't it be subject to review
by the courts?
If a Minister has good reasons
for ordering a detention, then the
court would uphold the decision.
But if ever a Minister allows
personal or political reasons to
determine the detention of an
individual, the courts should be
there to check his decision.
Why should the official
decision of the Minister be
judicially immune?
With this power in his hands,
the Minister can effectively keep
his opponents quiet.
"The
Constitution
may
guarantee
freedom of speech, but not
freedom after speech," comments
Tun Suffian.

Reasons for Immunity
It is a fiction that until now
only the Rulers were legally
immune.
Apart
from
the
authorities who are becoming
increasingly immune to the
processes of the law when
exercising
their
official
functions, diplomats are also
legally immune, points out Raja
Aziz. "This is to allow them to
out
their
functions
carry
independently without any fear
of pressure. •
Similarly, the head of state is
generally also legally immune.
"Legal immunity is an attribute
of sovereignty. Not only Rulers
enjoy it, but so do Presidents,"
adds Tun Suffian.
Some hold the view that when
our Constitution was drafted, the
Rulers were given immunity in
order that they would not then be
at the mercy of the Executive.

For so many years,
various Rulers are said to
have committed misdeeds
with total immunity. But
of late, the Rulers have
become a nuisance to the
"true rulers" - through
their politicking, their
involvement in business
and so on. This, it would
seem, has caused the
government to act.
In the past, support
from the Rulers may have
been useful to national
leaders. Now the position
of
the political leaders is
::-"• JT~s
'
•
-*"------·
1h• Rul•rs can In lutur• "- booked lor minor misdemeanours as well as serious
much more secure, and
crimes.
support of the Rulers no
longer necessary. Just as
"The immunity given to the the answer was "No".
ex-allies
in
Sabah
find
Rulers when the Constitution was
Yet no one asked whether the themselves in the dock once they
drafted was so that the:y would monarchical institution should be change camps, Rulers too may
not be humiliated by being abolished. The latter question find themselves in court now
brought to Court. Being liable to was not raised, no doubt because because some of their brethren
be dragged to court will not the vast majority are still very became unbearable nuisance to
enhance the position of the much in favour of maintaining national leaders.
Rulers but rather will reduce the institution. But for some, the
their stature in the eyes of the question could not be raised Protecting the Rulers?
public," argues Raja Aziz.
because it was seditious.
The government claims that
The royal immunity issue the present amendments are
Royal Tribunal
to
protect
the
forces us to look carefully at the necessary
"The suggestion originally constitution, our laws and their monarchy. To make it clear to
put forward in 1987 by Tunku enforcement. Arguably, the way Rulers that they cannot get away
Abdul Rahman which the Bar newspapers and some leaders with murder (so to speak) it is
Council is now recommending is were playing up the alleged necessary to ensure that they do
that there be a Tribunal of Rulers misdeeds of Rulers clearly not in fact commit deeds that
that will be able, if the situation causes disaffection against the would lose for them the support
warrants it, to strip a Ruler of his Rulers.
of the rakyat.
position. Once he is no longer a
And this, by our law, is
But some see the present
Ruler, he is no-longer protected seditious.
constitutional amendments as a
by Article 181 and can then be
step toward abolishing the
brought to court," explains Raja Power to Prosecute
monarchical
institution
Aziz.
By
repeatedly
Breaking the law is one thing, altogether.
being charged is another. It charging Rulers for various
Sedition
appears that breaking the law on misdemeanours, one humiliates
Throughout the debate on the sedition is permissable, so long them and removes the fiction that
immunity of Rulers, the question as you are either in government they are head of state in anything
that has been put is whether or making the same point as the but a ceremonial sense.
Rulers should be able to commit government.
They would then clearly be at
That in itself raises questions the mercy of the government,
misdeeds and get away with it.
To that question, there was a about who are the parties that which can choose either to
consensus among the rakyat that really enjoy legal immunity.
prosecute them as and when they
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infringe whatever piece of
legislation or to build a file on
them which can be used against
the
Rulers
in
question
subsequently.
Cases brought to the Special
Court will be heard in the open,
with the public clearly being able
to see who has real power.
And if it happens that Royals
are being brought to court often,
the question would surely arise
among people whether it is worth
having a monarchical system.
Thus some are concerned that
the present amendments are but
the first step toward removing
the monarchies.

Respect for Royalty
The alternative, it is argued,
(if one truly wishes to maintain
respect for Royalty), is to deal
with Royal misdeeds as far as
possible in private. A Ruler may
be
reprimanded
at
the
Conference of Rulers, by a
Tribunal of Rulers or by a Royal

Council in his state.
Only if the Ruler persists in
misbehaving or if his misdeed is
of sufficient gravity, need it be
brought to public attention. Then
he may be dethroned and brought
to court.
By leaving public hearings as
a matter of last resort, and only
after stripping the person from
his position , it is argued by the
Bar Council, we show proper
respect for the sovereign.

M arginalised Role
The
counter
argument,
however, is that the Conference
of Rulers is clearly ineffective in
ensuring good behaviour by
Rulers. It has done nothing · to
censure any of the Rulers in the
past. And it is not at all clear that
a Tribunal of Rulers formed
specifically to hear alleged cases
of misdeeds by Rulers will be
any more effective.
The problem with leaving
royalties (or aristrocrats) to
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initiate action against one of
themselves (or the Ruler of their
State) is, firstly, they usually
have no incentive to do so;
secondly, they do not in general
have the required legal training;
and thirdly, they may well be
inclined to be lenient on a fellow
Ruler. Thus the advantage of
leaving it to commoners to deal
with Royals in court.
Whatever may be the true
reasons of the government for
removing the legal immunity of
the
Royals,
the
Rulers
themselves must take some
responsibility for the present
situation.
If they had acted in a manner
befitting of Royals - treated their
subjects with care, not become
involved in business and politics
- if they had actually shown a
positive role in being a check to
the Executive, and if they had
shown the capacity to check
misbehaviour of one of their
own, then there would not have
been the groundswell of support
for removing their immunity.
Had the Rulers acted as a
check on the Executive during
the judicial crisis of 1988, they
would now have more confidence
to bring to court the various
constitutional posers that have
recently emerged. Arguably,
constitutional safeguards are
pointless if they will never be
used.
And if the Rulers have not
shown the capacity to act in the
interest of the nation, then it is
no great loss if theL are
increasingly marginalised. •
17 March 1993
(The Bill was passed by Parllamtmt
on March 10. It was than submltitKJ
to the Yang di-Pertuan Agong on
March 16 for royal assent. The King
gave his assent on March 22.
Subsequently the 8111 was gazetted
on March 28.)

CONTROVERSY

DR CHANDRA
PRACTISING DOUBLE
STANDARDS
wish to make the following comments on Dr Chandra
Muzaffar's article "Significance of Immunity Issue",
which I hope you will publish in the Letters Column
of your next issue.
Dr Chandra Muzaffar in his article "Significance of
Immunity Issue", [AM 1993: 13(1)) observed, inter alia,
that PAS did not support the constitution amendment bill
which was ·,abled in Parliament recently. There was no
reason for PAS not supporting the bill he says because the
amendment is Islamic. He was particularly referring to the
removal of the Immunity of the Rulers from criminal and
civil liabilities in their personal capacities.
First of all let me tell Dr Chandra that PAS
representatives in the Dewan Rakyat unequivocally
supported the removal of the immunity and I think it was
widely publicised by the leading newspapers. I wonder
how Dr Chandra could miss that.
However PAS did not support the other provisions
relating to the powers of pardon, because while the
former is in accordance with the Islamic tenets, the later
is not.
Paradoxical as it may seem to some, that PAS
supported one part of the bill and not supporting the
other part. clearly demonstrates PAS' unwavering stand
on its cherished principles, whatever the circumstances
might be. PAS will only support whatever is HAK
(rightful) and will not lend support to whatever is

I

BATHJL (wrongful) as judged by universal values i.e.

Islam. As an Islamic party PAS wiJl not compromise
between these two as the early Muslims did not
compromise between hak and bathil, which was clearly
demonstrated by the famous Battle of Badr.
The amendment bill is tainted with bathil and so how
could Dr Chandra expect PAS to narrow down its
principles to accommodate to the needs of the ruling
party. Dr Chandra should have a better grasp of the thing
more than I have.
Dr Chandra it seems, would be pleased if PAS had
given its vote to the bill because he said it is Islamic.
Let me ask Dr Chandra this question. If a person
occasionally eats apple pie, does he turn European? He
does not. He needs to adopt the entire culture and lifestyle
of a European m order to be called a European! And so is
this bill. If there is a single prOVISiOn which through
fluke, is Islamic, does it make the bill Islamic?
Now let me pose another question to Dr Chandra.
In an earlier issue of Aliran Dr Chandra opined on the
hudud law.[AM 1992: 12(6)]. According to him the
hudud law is not central to Islam, therefore it should not
be given an overwhelming priority and emphasis. But
why is it now that he wants PAS to give priority and
support the amendment bill which provisos are not central
to Islam?
It seems Dr Chandra is practismg a double standard!

_ Yours faithfully,

---- -~
I

Dato' Hishammuddin bin Haji Yabaya

NOT PRINCIPLED BUT OPPORTUNISTIC
Reply to Dato Hishamuddin Bin Haji Yahya
am aware of how PAS rationalised its reluctance to support the Constitution Amendment
Bill. Its rationalisation reveals its lack of principles.
If the provision on pardon contained in the Bill is the real reason for PAS's stand then
there are many other facets of Malaystan political life where the 'halt' is mixed with the
'bathil' which should also be opposed by PAS.
The parliamentary system itself contains elements which are 'bathil' from the point of
view of the Syariah.
In the Syariah those who want to assume leadership roles should possess a variety of
attributes which indicate their piety and their virtue. The Election Act lays out no such
prerequisites for candidates.
The Syariah also does not provide for the appointment of women to the law-making
institutions of the land. Indeed, the Syariah does not envisage elections, parliaments,
Legislative processes, Executive and Judicial structures as we know them today.

I
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''

The truth of the
matter is that PAS
which adjusts its
'Islamic' principles
to suit its
convenience was
merely adjusting to
the dictates of
the Palace in
Kola Baru.

''

And yet PAS is quite willing to
m
parliamentary
participate
politics.
Is it because it realises that the
spmt
of
the
underlying
Parliamentary System - the rights
of the people, consultation with
the rakyat, accountability etc - is
in line with the values of the
Quran?
Similarly, the thrust of the
Constitution Amendment Bill was
the principle that no one is above
the law and that all human beings
are equal.
Why couldn't PAS support the
Bill on the basis of this principle
even though the provision on
pardon, I agree, was inconsistent
with the Syariah?
If the party is ever ready to
compromise and to accommodate
on numerous other matters
including the extravagance of the
Kelantan Royalty which is totally
unlslamic - why did it choose to be
so adamant on the question of the
pardon?
The truth of the matter is that
PAS which adjusts its 'Islamic'
principles to suit its convenience
was merely adjusting to the
dictates of the Palace in Kota
Baru.
This is why it is wrong to
suggest that PAS was priniiled; it
was simply opportunistic.
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HEART TO HEART
"What comes from t"- lips reaches the .or. what com.s from th9 heart reach91 the heart.· ·Arab Proverb

t
exactly
the
same
moment that the crowd
surged forward to place
dozens of roses on the body of
Marji Johns, the floodgates of
heaven were released and there
was a crash of thunder.
Judy, a close friend of Marji,
remarked, "Aunty Marji was so
happy she started clapping from
heaven."
In a way, this touching scene
captured the essence of Marji
Johns' life. Her entire existence
until her death from cancer in
March was a celebration of life
and love. When storm clouds in

A

the form of third stage cancer
loomed ominously over her life,
she rose to the challenge. Like
the fragrance from the lovely
roses that lay on her now lifeless
form, her rare courage. faith and
determination attracted those
around her, even those who had
known her for only a few
moments.
A/iran Monthly readers would
be familiar with Marji Johns
from her article on cancer in
Heart to Heart in our AM 1992:
12(12) issue. She was Aunty
Marji to me. I've never met a
more positive person in my life.
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She had been suffering from
cancer for over three years but
never once did she allow the
disease
to
conquer
her
indomitable spirit.
When she had a relapse just
three weeks before she died. she
told me she was going to write
another article which she said
would be titled "Cancer - the
second time around." Sadly, she
never got around to it as her
physical condition deteriorated
with each passing day. But such
was her concern for others that,
even in that severely weakened
state, she could softly ask me,

,.. .

.An Inspiration: Mar}l, with husband Berny... cancer could not conquer h•r
lndomltabl• Jpk/1.

"Are you feeling hungry, Anil?"
As I looked around at my
Uncle Berny and his three sons
Andre, Alain and Adrien, I
struggled to see what possible
good could come out of Aunty
Marji's death. They were all
truly heartbroken. But they also
had reason to be proud of the
way Aunty Marji fought her
battle against cancer.
She fought it with sheer guts a battle of "mind over matter".
The
chemotherapy,
the
hormonetherapy
and
the
radiotherapy did not break her
spirit and indeed she did not
succumb to any major physical
side-effects. In fact, her face
radiated the glow of someone
who had a deep sense of inner
peace rooted in the soil of faith.
It wasn't just a private battle
against cancer. Instead she
reached out to others by serving
as a dedicated volunteer of the
Hospice
Care
Association,
Singapore. When she first
offered her services, the other
members of the HCA were

sceptical whether one cancer
patient could effectively counsel
another. She was therefore
assigned only administrative
duties at the HCA. But she stood
up for herself and demanded that
she be allowed to counsel other
cancer patients. The HCA
relented, and Aunty Marji
happily took to her task full of
zeal and commitment.
The cancer patients she
counselled found that they could
relate to her better as she was
someone who knew what they
were going through. Uncle Ber
ny,
who
had
been
very
supportive towards her, noted , "I
had learnt a long time ago that
Marji had to share the love she
had with many people, especially
the sick and those who were
suffering." Aunty Marji must
have remembered the words
Jesus once said, "I was sick and
you looked after me." What made
Aunty Marji special was that she
comforted and cared for the sick
even though she herself was
dying.
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Yes, Aunty Marji had a
strong faith in God who
gave her the inner strength
to both fight the disease
and accept the suffering at
the
same
time.
That
acceptance allowed her to
reach out to and touch the
hearts of others who were
also suffering. Those close
to her say that she died a
holy death "with a smile on
her face".
The hospice movement
was close to her heart. I
know that she would be the
first to pray for the
movement to flourish in
both
Malaysia
and
Singapore with the help of
dedicated individuals.
also
Aunty
Marji
prepared her family well
for her death. Overnight, her
three sons became mature, caring
young men who have accepted
the inevitable stout-heartedly.
I reflect on the millions of
dollars spent on weapons of
destruction and other lavish,
wasteful projects when so little is
allocated for crucial areas of
medical research like finding
cures for cancer and AIDS.
Truly, humanity and not God is
to be blamed for the suffering
which
cancer
and
other
terminally ill patients have to
undergo.
But I thank God for selfless,
courageous people like Aunty
Marji who show us what ordinary
individuals can do to alleviate
the suffering of the sick and the
dying.
I dedicate this piece to all
cancer patients and hospice
workers reading this. Aunty
Marji would have liked that.
You were - and stili are - a
true source of inspiration, Aunty
Marji. •
An/1 Noel Netto

the Hudud can truthfully claim to be
totally free from thievery, smuggling,
illicit sex, illegal prostitution etc. We
may have the best laws, the most
severe laws or the most democratic
laws but if the people decide to misbehave, they will do so. Only if one
realises the importance of behaving
well, then that person will behave
well. Laws are, of course, necessll)'
for a government to run a country.
Every country needs to have some
Jaws, yet laws are not the ends. NonMuslims' basic rights must be recognised and honoured too!
The non-Muslims have their own
ways to tackle all kinds of crimes
whether old or new. Since Malaysia is
a multi-religious country, I believe
the non-Muslims do not want to be
forced to accept the Hudud, furthermore we have our ways too. We do
not demand that the Muslims accept
our ways of tackling crime in
Malaysia but they are welcome to do
so if they want to. Therefore, the existing laws, although not totally good,
should be allowed to exist. Our laws
must be based on the common values
of all our religions.
It is high time we reaffirm our
commitment to instill love and goodwill amongst all Malaysians.

REPLY TO
HANYALAH ZONY'S
LETTER (AM 1993:
13(1)
Greetings to Hanyalah Zony.
Thank you very much for your comments regarding my letter ''Why
Hudud Should Not Be Implemented"
(AM 1992: 12(10).
Truth: What is truth? Who knows
truth? One may write a long essay to
answer these two questions. Truth is
very subjective, yet it is very simple.
For example, all religions teach us to
be honest - this is a universal truth but
the problem with most of us is that
we tend to think there is Truth only in
our own religion. A Hindu may say
Truth is Hinduism alone while a Muslim may say Truth is Islam alone or a
Christian may say Truth is Christianity alone and a Sikh or Buddhist
may say Truth is Sikhism or Buddhism respectively. As far as I am concerned there is TRUTH IN ALL
RELIGIONS.
The writer said that the Quran
must be interpreted literally. To me,
Islam is a religion of Peace, Love,
Compassion and Wisdom. Islam does
not suppress mankind. Even the Muslim sclw/ars and other so-called experts in Islam do not hav~ a common
opinion about the interpretation of
the Quran, especially the Hudud.
If everybody interprets all the
scriptures of the major religions in
Malaysia literally and practises them
literally with 100% obedience, there

SSURENDRAN

PENANG
Wan have been fought in the name
of religion.

won't be peace and harmony in
Malaysia. Why? Because firstly there
are a lot of literal contradictions
within a scripture (be it the Gita or
Quran or any other scriptures). These
contradictions have created enough
wars in God's earth. History reminds
us the pains and sufferings inflicted
upon mankind in the name of religion.
I recognise the rights of the Muslims. In India, Muslims are allowed to
reject birth control because the Muslims there do not want it for religious
reasons. In Malaysia the Muslims can
have the Hudud if they wish. Being a
person who believes in democracy,
freedom of expression and broad-mindedness, I recognise the Muslims'
rights to the Hudud but I have friends
who are Muslims themselves who
reject the Hudud. There is no country
in this world that bad implemented
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"HUDUD LAW FOR
BETTER WORLD
ORDER"
S Surendran of Penang who wrote
the leuer, "Why Hudud should not be
implemented" (AM 1992:12(10) is
surely a confused man. Being a nonMuslim and not an expert on Hudud
Laws, he should refrain himself from
being embroiled in this religious and
social controversy.
The main reason why the Hudud
Laws are being introduced is because
the Civil Laws have failed. If there is
class distinction in our society and the
whole world today, it is because of
the existing man-made laws.
Muslim by admission of his faith,
does not and should not question the
integrity or righteousness of the

Huducl l.awll . . tor .. IMnkind?
Hudud Laws. But some Muslims fear
social repercussions if they supported
the Hudud Laws, and as such they
have a lot of reservations about its implementation, which I think is sad.
The Hudud Laws are not only
meant for Muslims. God did not impose these laws on Muslims alone.
The Hudud Laws are for all mankind,
of whatever race and religion. What is
bad for one religion is also bad in aU
religions. However, since in some
other religions, there are no such Jaws
to govern the conduct of the people, it
is therefore incumbent upon the laws
of a religion which has such Jaws to
impose on them. Otherwise, the
whole society and country will become lawless.
And it is this lawlessness" which
exists in our country today which is
crying for the implementation of the
Hudud Laws. Cutting off one's hand
is not entirely Hudud
Islam is not a barbaric religion
nor it is uncivilized! Cutting or chopping off hands is not a punislunent.
but a psychological device to instill
fear amongst the would-be criminals.
But, bear this in mind, all the
Jaws that we have today, were written
or designed by humans. On the other
band, the Hudud Laws were brought
down by God Therefore, the Hudud
Laws are divine and supreme.
And if there is reason to believe
why there is animosity and differences even between Muslims in the
same country and from different

countries, it is because they have not
been bound by these divine Jaws, but
by those written by their own governments or heads of state, who for most
of the time had their own selfish interests to protect
In Hudud Laws, even royalty
have to be subjected by the same Jaws
which govern the common man's behaviour. In our existing laws the royalty have a way to avoid pusecution.
And they are "immune" to all the existing laws.
With regard to the non-Muslims
under the Hudud Laws, let me ask: S
Sunderan this question: Have there
been mass penecutions of non- Muslims in Muslim countries that he
k:nows of?
In Muslim countries where there
are non-Muslim population, such as
the Jews, there is a lot of understanding. And it is true that even in
the Islamic Republic of Iran, the
small fraction of Christians do wear
the scarf to cover their heads, but. this
is not only to create distinction between them and the Muslim majority,
but also because of the inherent positive qualities and ldvantages that
such everyday attire can bring about.
There must be too few rape cases
in Muslim countries, and statistics
have shown that the number of
patients suffering from AIDS is very
low compared to that of the non-Muslim countries.
The main reason why some
politicians do not favour implement-
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ing the Hudud Laws, including the
Muslim political leaders, is because
the Hudud Laws are divine and
supreme. This means that the laws
cannot be amended or changed to suit
their selfish needs!
The Hudud Laws do not have to
be amended, and they have remained
with us for many centuries, and have
not been tarnished or blemished by
human hands some of whom might
even be engaging in vice, like prostitution or COJTUption!
The time for the implementation
of the Hudud Laws has come. The
Muslim countries must take up the
cue and follow suit. Sooner or later,
the Hudud L•ws will find acceptance
in all countries, including the nonMuslim ones which do not have
divine and supreme lawa to govern
their own conduct. This makes Hudud
and Islam superior.
Hudud Laws for a better world
order!

MANSOR BIN PUI'EH
KUMA LUMPUR

STILLALONGWAY
TOGO
Does one think that the amendments to the constitution on the rulers
were absolutely due to public dissatisfaction with the monarchy? Or, was it
rather, UMNO's dissatisfaction over
several important busines~ contracts
which were given to the rulers?
Dr Mahathir standi taU in squashing the Sultans' immunity to allow
prosecution for wrongdoing.
Whatever it is, the rakyat has
benefitted from this move.
The Goverrunent needs to scrap
the other "immunities" that continue
to split the rakyat on r~eiallines.
There must be more openness and discussion on many fundamental issues
such as equal employment opportunities in the government sector,
provision of housing to all races,
shares, permits and licences to be issued based on merit. the same for
study loans, university intakes and Illmission to Jli'Ofessional cowses. Why
doesn't the government sponsored
MARA open its door to non-Malays?

Dr Mahathir, you have started a
noble cause: in pursuit of equality, but
you have a long way to go.

ries or lO-wheel lorries be allowed to
travel on those lorongs.
It is for the safety of the drivers
and pedestrians that I am writing this
letter.

"KARUPPAN JOHOR"
JOHORBAHRU

TRAJA
SEBERANG PRAI

"WE ARE
UNDERPAID TOO"
I am refering to the letter 'POOR
MORALE AMONGST RMAF
ENGINEERS' which appeared in AM
1992: 12(12). I wish to point out that
the RMAF engineers are not the only
group that is underpaid by the
Malaysian Armed Forces (MAF). The
engineers in the Royal Malaysian
Navy are equally underpaid and being
treated like dirt!
I also wi5h to point out an error in
the said letter in paragraph 5(4) which
stated that ' the engineers are entitled
to low interest goverrunent housing
loans'. The fact of the matter is that
engineers who joined the MAF in
1985 and thereafter do not enjoy any
goverrunent housin' loans!
I strongly agree with the writer in
that the engineen in the Malaysian
Armed Forces are the lowest paid and
badly treated lot in the country today.
Sadly, the goverrunent. especially the
Generals, does not seem to be concerned about this 'small pay
problem'. It ia quite obvious that the
MAF has contrave1U!d the Government General Orders by payin' the
engineers (with degree qualifications)
only SPM qualification salary scale!
If our Prime Minister is serious
about fairness and willingness to
serve the 'small man', then please
look into these grievances, afterall.
these engineers are 00( aslc.ing for pay
rise but merely aslc.ing for what is due
to them.

ENGTWM
LUMUT

"SA BAH
DEVELOPMENr'
Ghafar Babe has been very recently quoted as having said that UMNO

WAR AGAINST
MAHATHIR
ADMINISTRATION?
Ghar.r Baba: O.veloPft*'t tor
Sabah?

Baru 's entry into Sabab is solely for
development purposes.
Who on earth will not want to do
so when he gets six billion ringgit in
revenue and spends less than one billion on development
Based on his theory, one can
therefore assume that when the
Japanese invaded Malaysia and North
Borneo, they did not come here for
annexation but rather for development purposes.
With due respect to you En. Ghaffar, what are you trying to prove?

'OVER THE RAINBOW'
KUAULUMPUR

SUGGESTIONS TO
REDUCE ROAD
ACCIDENTS
There are too many accidents on
the roads and to help to reduce road
accidents I would like to make the following suggestions:
I. AJI cars and vehicles more than
10 years old should be banned and
their road taxes should not be
renewed.
2. Drivers who have been driving
for the last 10-15 years should be
called for a second test to make sure
they are familiar with the current road
signs and laws.
3. Many lorongs in housing estates should be made into "one way
lorongs" and no heavy container lor-
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In the section "Symbolic Protectors" of the article "NO ONE IS
ABOVE 1HE LAW", AM 1993:
13(1), your writer parrots the Bar
Council's line when he states that the
recent record shows that "sefiSitive
political cases have seldom gone
against IN Executive".
Please hst 20 recent judgements
by the Supreme Court that has gone
the way your writer has insinuated
and an analysiS ofvotmg patterns
with commentary by "Learned" members of the Bar.
Please abo revtew the last 20
cases before the Supreme Court
where the former Lord President was
on the bench, Ius particular voting
record for "Politically Sensitive
Cases". It will be quite enlightening
to see how th1s pr~ious Lio11 of the
judiciary conducted tumself.
The fU"St v1ctim of wars have always been the truth. In your war
against the Mahathir administration
you have amply demonstrated this
truism.

IR PA.TRICK C AUGUSTINE
PETAUNG }A. YA

I A/irQfl IS a peace-lovi11g and
Godj~ari11g organisaJio11 and wages
110 war agaifiSJ any

admiflisiralio11 or
persoiUllities. lssues and ideas remai11
our maill COftCerfl. Thos~ who view
things differently are also palriots
and do contribut~ to the growth of
society. - Edilorj

FREE BENEDICT
TOPIN AND OTHERS
UNDER ISA
In a democratic, civilised caring
society birds should not be caged thus
limiting their natural freedom of
mobility neithu should animals be
kept in zoos for entertaining man.
But, what is worse and can be •
considered as a sin in the fU'St order is
to imprison a man without a trial.
The man responsible for Benedict
Topin 's unfortunate situation is unfortunately the one who fKOfesses
legitimate democracy to the world;
who condemns nuclear weapons; who
spoke on democratisation of the UN;
who spoke up for the Palestinians, the
environment, free trade and who supports the UN.
Because of this great champion,
there lies a poor soul of Aliran,
Benedict Topin, imprisoned without a
conviction in a deep sad cell, for 2 1/2
years for speaking up for something
he believed to be his birthright.
This great champion has all the
right to speak where and when and in
whatever manner he chooses to.
But his critics and dissidents suffer a terrible fate of being shut out.

P SIVAKUMAR
JOHORBARU

This is what parliamentary
democracy in Malaysia is all about.

OVER THE RAINBOW
KUALA LUMPUR

DEMOCRACY
SHOULD BE
PRACTISED AT ALL
LEVELS
Our country should be ashamed
to be called a democratic country; do
Rafidllh Aziz: The prMa .t.ould nevw
be UMd for deba._?

Maybe she could have been more
economical with her words and simply could have said. "The fKess should
only echo and re-echo the
government's stand."
One wonders what the Minister
would think of Joseph Soubert who
said. "It is better to debate a question
without settling it, than to settle a
question without debating it."
Perhaps she might accuse him of
being jealous of Malaysia's economic
progress (of course, taking her cue
from the Deputy Prime Minister who
seems to know these jealous types
very well.)

Gl
PENANG

LET'S HAVE OPEN
DEBATE
International Trade and Industry
Minister, Datuk Seri Paduka Rafidah
Ariz is hailed as a successful and
dynamic woman. However her recent
rema.rlcs in connection with the
fKOposed constitutional amendments
reminded me of the sad case of the
one-eyed man being the king in the
land of the blind.
Datuk Seri Rafidah was quoted as
saying that the media should not be
used as a platform to debate the issue.
'The Press should explain to the
people why the amendments needed
to be carried out and should never
allow itself to be used for debates,"
she said.

NEXT TARGET: THE
SULTAN OF
KELANTAN
Now that the controversy over the
immunities of the Rulers has been
resolved. Dr Mahathir's head must
have swelled 10 times larger.
But it is not all over. He is now
concentrating his big guns on the Sultan of Kelantan.
This is typical of UMNO Baru 's
style to get rid of people who do not
please or support them.
With his absolute power in Parliament, no one within the BN would
dare to oppose the PM, even if he
says, black is white.
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we practise democracy?
Just removing the immunity of
rulers and running two-way elections
(elections for Parliament and state assemblies) doesn't mean that we practise full democracy.
Democracy means we must fully
respect the residents and rate- payers.
These people should elect the government. Just having state and parliamentary elections doesn't mean that we
have fully practised democracy and
respected the will of the people.
Take for example India. India is
one of the greatest democratic
countries in the world. Their
democracy is effectively exercised at
regular periodic elections at all levels
of government; it piclcs elected representatives at seven levels.
Firstly, at the grassroots i.e. village level bodies (they call it the
Panchayat Raj). Secondly, at the
Municipal level (Nagarapaliko)
Thirdly, at the city level (MtltJilagara
Sabha). Fourthly, at the state level
(Legislative Assemblies). And then at
the Parliamentary level - in two ways:
• MPs elected by eligible voters
to the Lok Sabha (similar to our
Dewan Rakyat)
• MPs elected by the members of
the state legislative assemblies to the
Rajya Sabha (similar to our Dewan
Ncgara. In Malaysia, the Rulers
nominate these politicians via the
ruling coalition and name them
'senators'. They are seen as mere 'rubber stamps'). And lastly, the Presidention election.
And what about us? Our government abolished local council elections
in 1969. Why?
Our present local councillors who
are appointed or nominated by their

respective political parties are good
for nothing. Most of them are 'yes
men'. Some are uneducated. Also. the
majority of them know very little
about councilldministration, functions, duties and procedures.
In order to practise a little bit of
democracy, our PM should revive
local council elections. Why not give
a chance to the ratepayers to elect
their respective representatives?
There is nothing for the PM to be
scared abQut as Parliament and the
state assemblies (except two) are
undec his control. So. why delay?
Proceed, please!

JAPALASAMY
CAMERON HIGHLANDS

NEW APPROACH TO
SENTENCING
NEEDED
I wish to object to the Lord
President's rejection of the Law
Minister's proposal for a new\pproach to sentencing.

constitutional amendments involving
the royalty.
Hamid should study the proposals
in depth and make positive changes m
the interests of the rakyat. 1bose accused of mmor offences are subjected
to sub-standard sentences mostly
viewed from the letter of the law.
A man who steals rubber shoes
should never be sentenced to three
years jail along with culprits who
swindle mil.tions of ringgit from the
rakyat. If the same law could provide
enough for everyone. then the concept of theft itSelf will cease to exist.
Hamid's explanation that an accused could appeal if he or she felt
the sentence was too harsh cannot be
accepted. Once sentenced, the detention continues while the poor rubber
shoe thief has to hire a lawyer for his
appeal date. Even then, there is the uncertainty of getting less severe sentence as it is quite possible that the
judge or magistrate might think the
same way as Hamid - going by the letter of the law.
It may be a good idea to adapt the
letter of the law to the present situation so that those accused of minor offences with no previous convictions
could get lenient sentences. This
would help reduce the overcrowding
in jails and save the rate-payers'
money.

KARUPPAN JOHOR
JOHORBAHRU

MINDLESS
ANTI-AMERICANISM
FROMALIRAN

Lord Preeident twnid Onw: Neeck.
IRON~ llppfoech lo 1he
propoMd c:hMgee in eenw.cing.

Lord President Hamid Omar
should not have rejected the Law
Minister's suggestion for a new approach to sentencing as it is the wish
of the rakyat. The PM himself has
given close attention to the views of
the rakyat as can be seen in the recent

As a long time admirer of Aliran 's
courage and someone dependent on
sources like Aliran Monlhly for
Malaysian news independent of the
controlled press, I am, like several of
your Malaysian readers, puzzled by
how reflexive and mindless your AntiAmericanism has become. There are a
lot of reasons to be anti- American in
specific cases, but knee-jerk editorial
policies are uninformative and ultimately weaken the stature of one's
cause.
I'm particularly puzzled by the accusation that the American govern-
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ment fails to intervene in Bosnia because it is "racist" Pusillanimous and
corrupt, maybe. but surely no more
racist than a journal which, as one of
your Malay members noted, trumpets
the murders in Bosnia but somehow
manages to overlook those in Somalia
most of the time and those in Kurdistan all of the time. Is the US being
"racist" by intervening in Somalia, a
country where. since the Cold War, it
has no national interest? It's certainly
guilty of arming the Somalis, but the
Russians armed the Serbs, and many
Russian politicians still support them
without drawing your fire.
Is the suggestion that Muslims in
Bosnia constitute a "race"? Somalis
are Mushms too, for the most part,
but don't look much like Bosnians. Instead, they are "Nilotes,"like their
Christian neighbours in Ethiopia.
Kurds are also Muslims and look like
Turks and Arabs. Similarly, Bosnians
are biologically indistinguishable
from their longtime Serbian neighbours who seek to wipe them out
One of the great strengths of pristine
Islam is precisely that it doesn't
categorize people racially. Shouldn't
you respect that?
I suspect that this focus on
Western racism is a residue of
colonialism. As the West rots away it
seems Jess and less appropriate.
Thoughtless accusations of racism
make it difficult for people who
haven't experienced it to identify it
when in fact it does show up. If everything is racist, then nothing is. Kneejerk cries of "racism" thus serve to
strengthen racists by letting them
blend into an undifferentiated background.

ROBERT K DENTAN
PROFESSOR OF
ANTHROPOLOGY
BUFFALO, NY,
UNITED STATES
[We have been critical of US
policies but we don't recall, referring
to the US as 'racist'. · Editor]

WOMEN LEADERS
OR IMPOSTERS?
International Women's Day on
March 8 did 00( go unnoticed by
Malaysian women. The day,
commemorating the strike by a
group ol women textile workers in
New Yort in 1~. was observed by
various groups here in different
ways. For instance, nongovernmental women groups
~ an elalxnae week-long
programme that, apa11 from some
extremely well-planned publicity,
was marked by ils up-market appeal
as thew talks. films, art exhibition
and conca1S. were held in no less
than that tourist mecca of KL,
Central Malket
Others seemed more reticent,
sticking to the usual humdrum of
fora and seminars where what is said
either f1oots up into the SlraiOSphe:re
Casler than hot air <r goes into one
ear only to pau out the other. One
particular event may be worth
mentioning (f<r a few giggles) and
this was the one <rganised by the

Wanita MCA. The Puchong branch

of the MCA held a fancy dress
contest of famous women in hist<ry
and the result was quite memorable,
to say the least.
One character turned out as
Margaret Thatcher wearing a blue
suit with ruffled blouse, while
anocher dug deep into her closet.
found a yellow outfit and tried to
pass herself off as C<ry Aquino.
Both women convinced no one but
themselves that they were who they
were dressed out to be. Yet another
donned a Punjabi suit and resembled
no one remotely near Benazir
Bhutto, while a sari-clad lady
claimed 10 be Indira Gandhi.
lllen there was one Masako
Owada, dressed in a kimono (who is
Masako Owada. one would ask if
one had not looked east recently)
and finally, a Chinese woman
genernl called Hua Mu-lan. Frankly,
it is quite Wlthinkable how anyone,
whether male <r female, would
wish to be Maggie Thatcher or
Indira Gandhi. They made hislay
yes. but look al the 01 ol hist<ry
they left behind. Both these women,
at certain points in their careers.
seemed bent at proving that women
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can be just as ruthless and
power-aazy as men.
And as for warriors and genetals,
one can only say that war will
always be senseless, baroaric and
wasteful regardless of whether they
me fought by men <r women. Just
because the baUJe is led by a woman
does not make it any less hmible.
Anyway, the MCA women
politicians' way of observing March
8 does not surprise anyone. They
were merely doing what politicians
do best-acting and impostering.
These are roles which Malaysian
politicians ol bod! sexes seem to
have rnasaered to a fine art and it is
Wlfoouna&e that women politicians
me unable to abandon their male
counterpart's preoccupation with
f<rm over substance.
.
M<reover, March 8 is not just a
day to highlight the achievements of
the rich and powerful among women
but also to take saock of the position
of the ordinary, the poor, the
exploited and the subjugated among
women. Eff<rts such as the above on
International Women's Day makes
one wonder what some women have
learnt since thai distant day in New
Yort when a group ol blue- collar
women laid down tools and
demanded their rights.

•••
OUT IN THE COLD
(FAIRWAY)
Mr Golfer Jr (Papa Ghafar Baba
being Mr Golfer Sr) has been
rq>laced as MARA chairman. The
new man is Senator Mohamad Nazri
Tan Sri Abdul Aziz (not only is he
unable to make it on the people's
rnandale but he has 10 allegedly ride
on his father's titled coat tails!), one
of those young and up-coming
politicians in the Youth wing
waiting impatiently to take
centresaage. The announcement ol

!eiiiD MohMaad Nmi as the new

MARA chllinnan was acoomJBUed
by n:mllb from vn.. bipip.
who lfttMIIFd tollale in not so many
words, their gcnetal displeasure
with Mr Golfer Jr's taue.
Dr M 1i1X*e of die ..-gent need
b MARA 10 be resbUcbRd so thai
it could be more dfcctive in~~

the Malays while IDOiher Minisaer
said MARA would ha"Ve 10 1M its
houle in mler. The new chUman.
the MWsa was oonfidcnt, would
be able to discharge his duty
effectively and implement all
priorily projecls. Are we 10 aaume
lhen hll J...U had left the MARA
mamion in .... cJiggy? Did the
ranarb also indicale thal J...Uhad
done little e1ae besides wanninsthe
chainnan.s seal in betwea'l sames of

golf.
J...U, a we

ale quite aWR,
had splashed RM28 million of

MARA's funds oo memberships
RMSO.«m per membership)
10 an exclusi"Ve aolf club in Sungei
Buloh of which papa is chairman.
He defended his action by claimins
thal it was a aood inYeSiment for the
mcmbcnhip had since inaaiiCII by
seven~ thou8MI ringit (if I am not
(abU

EVIL TWIN
It was recently reported that
Malacca would be twinning with a
town in Arptina caDed Mar del
Plaaa. Truly. 00w many sista'- cities
does Malacca wish k> have! She
already has • twiiK:ities, Lisbon
(Portusal), Hoom (Holland),
Valparaiso (OWe) and of all places.
Kuala l.urnpw. And it was~
thai she is abo pl;ming 10 twin with
Nagasaki in Japan. It is quite
obvious that the stale enjoys doing
things in extreme (for instance, other
states have water shortage but
Malacca has droughas).
Frankly,lhe benefit 10 be gained
from this whole idea of citytwinnings is dubious aput from the
pleasure derived by state and
municipal olfacials when jeaing off
oo junkets in the name ofenhancing
twin ties. Take lhe RlCelll junket
(paid through Kuala Lumpur
ratepayers' noses) la.\1 yeN when
Dewan Bandaraya offacials flew
first-class to its sister-city,
Casabbnca in Morocco. It is said
thai the lrip was so extravagant lhal

even the hlLUnd of the sccrelal y 10

moment.

r
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....
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•••
CAKAPTAK
SERUPA 8/K/N
Tourist pojects must not spoil
nabR,the Minister of Cullure, Arts

and Tourism said recently.
~is the keyword today in
he added. As usual. the left
hand does not !ICCm 10 know whal
the risht hand is up do. Pl'lhaps the
Minister oughliO take a look at what
is hawening in Pulau Redlltg whel'e
a muhi- million ringgit golf rescxt
t. caused massive erosion and
silting and ~ satdlile mages
has shown illegal clearing of

o.wn.

mangrove forests.
In Fraser's Hill, earthw<Xb for
yet lDXher 18-hole golf course has
silted up the Sungai Jerai and spoilt
a waterfall downstream popular
among picnickers. Expensive
ru:reation for the rich seems 10 be
equated with the end of simple
pleasures for the ordinary folks. And
only recently, we read of the
consuuction of a 27- hole golf
ause in the vicinity of Pedu Dam
in Kedah and on what many
environmentalists fear to be

wrons. he said RM6,000).
However, golfers claim thai the
Rahman Putra Golf Club
membership~ awe not wmh even
RMJO.(O)each oo the mate~ aa the

If this is 10 be beliewd. then
J...U's chairlnamhip oflhis very
impoi'IW Oaphip of the ~ial
rights of Malays 10 ooly left the
MARA maiO' in a muddle. but also
left lhe MARA piuyblnk quite
hollow. J...U may be a aood JOifer
for• we know, but I think lhis time,
he has hit a .q,il or whaleYer they
~ it in aolf..l tams. You know
what. mean.

exchanges lhat already exist at the
national level? How much of the
ratepayers. hard- earned mooey is in
financing such lrips'! The Sludics
may jWit show up MaJacca 10 be the
evil twin.

b~~

a bigshol came along for fun. and
first-class too.
Public ideresl groups ought 10
carry out studies oo the gains thai are
10 be made from such twinning
affairs. Are they necesay gi\'en the
existing country-to-country
diplomatic ties? Aren't such
twinnings a duplication of
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preciom catclunent ~.
Several groups, including the
Pahang Association of Consumers,
had criticised the RM262 million
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Astana Indeta MM1kota GolCReot
being built by a oompany chaired by
the Tunku Mahk.oca of Pahang on
the grounds that it would affect
water catdunenls. The irony is that
while they have taka'~ their swipe at
the royalty, they have not dared to
even squeak at the Pedu Darn golf
eotne. And this despite the fact that
the Pedu project. like the royal
poject. does not have the appovaJ
of the DOE. Is it because Dr M
himself has reportedly taken a
special interest in the Pedu poject?
H that is so, then we know who is
now the new royalty.
Incidents such u these only
expoae the hypocrisy lhal UIOliiXk
our alleged concern for the
environmc:nt. It is what the Malays
would describe as "cakap tak scrupa
bikin". H this goes on, the Tourism
Minister's so-called ecotourism
may tum out to be little more than
echo-tourism • hollow echoes of the
polilician's penchant f<x' hypocrisy
and double-talk.

indication or how far the
middle-dass is capable of straying
from any lUt or feeling or sympathy
for humankind once entrenched in
their own narrow concems. Do they
ever Slop to ask why anyooe would
want to live as a squallier if he or she
could afford decent housing?
They are like those who
complain about the nuisance of new
construction without sparing any
thought to how the w:sy homes they
now live in once caused the same
annoyance to others. In fact, one
wonders whether the same people
wfnole complaints were aired by the
media noticed an adjacent news
report on the plight ol a simple
kampung lady whose durian oo:hanl
had been destroyed by siltation
caused by development upstream. It
ought to be
remembered that much of the
snug sWTOWldings that the middleclass reside in today have been either
at the expense of the environment or
the poor and disadvantaged

•••

• ••

MYOPIC SNOBS

ROYAL CURATORS

Mae irony. Snobs living in the
middle-class Kampung Tunku
residential area in Paaling Jaya are
horrified OYa' whallhey deem Mthe
enatliCimlent of ..ualla'S into their
comfy surroundings. The snobs
complained that the squaaers not
only poled health problems. bul also
threatened the exclusivity of
KampungTunku. They also groused
about the fact that the squatters'
living standards did not rome up to
their own lofty heights.
The squatters, the hoity-toity
residenls wen: dismayed to note, did
not Kern to have My health sense for
they built toilets over mOMOOO
drains, did not botha' to have pi'OpC'I'
drains and threw their rubbish
•)'Where by wished. The alliiUde
of the Kanpung Tunku folks is an

And what will the blue-blooded
do now that their expenses have

been cut back? One way or
subsidising their lavish lifestyle,
some say, is to tum their many
palaces into musewns. You know,
JX'OIDOie these places as some Dt of
"Glimpses Into The Ufestyle ()(The
(Previously) Rich And (In)Famous.
This has been done in India where
the Maharajahs have been reduced
to quite ordinary folks and their
palaces converted into hotels,
museums and tourist monwnents.
Considering the maiCrial acquisition
that some sultans have in their
possession, the exhibits that the
royal howJeholds are capable of may
attract even bigger crowds than
Museum Negara.
And now that the royal crisis has
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been solved. the Johor government
can finally get down to doing what
they are paid for • work. They need
no longer spend long hours in the
Stale Assembly debating on whether
the state tide or the federal title ought

eo cane first before their n811lC'$.

A circular has gone out stlting
that federal titles shall take
precedence. From now. the state
exco will also decide who is to be
given honours on the sultan's
birthday. This is what my
grandmother would dismiss as
"betul-betul tat malu". They
hwniliate llld mock the monarchy,
bul still covet the fancy titles that
come from the sultans. Truly
shameless. these politicians!

•••
HE'S DOING ff HIS
WAY
The Minister Who Allegedly
Wants To Be Prime Minister is
clearly well on his way to the hot seat
or so it seems. The ambitious young
man has been strategising his bid for
the top post with the greatest of care
and it looks like things are fmally
beginning to fall into place. He is
widely perceived a1 a champion of
the poor and of Islam and wilh the
royalty issue, he has emerged a1 a
champion of ordinary Malays.
But, said some, the clue that he
may be aiming for the top post
sooner than expected lies in his
alleged role in the recent media
buy~t or 1V3 and the NST group
of publications. It is widely
speculated that he is behind the
takeover by several people who are
seen • "his men". Moreover Utusan
Malaysia, since its recent high level
reshuffle, is also said to be stawlchly
behind him.
And now that he has the media

under' his ambitious armpit. he can
be assured of the maximum of
gushing and glowing publicity from
now until the end of the year when
the Umno general assembly lakes
place- the power house where fulure
Prime Ministers and Ministers are
made.

•••
THE SLEEPING
PARTY IS NO

BEAUTY
The MIC president becomes
furious whenever anyone suggests
that the party has done little f<X"
Indians in the countty. But now and
then he gives himself away just like
recently when he admitted that only
56> of 1,800 MIC branches (some

people think he is over-<:Stimating)

were involved in a=tivities to help
pupils. Branch leaders, he griped.
did not even bother to provide
feedback to the government on how
policies had affected the Indians nor
did they boCher to hold meetings. He
also chastised the Wanita and Youth
wings which he described as being
"virtually stagnant and in need of
new ideas and motivation".
And his solution for this
deplorable state of affairs?
Army-style training for party
leaders. ls The Boss p-eparing to
fight a war or what? As far as we
know, the evik of poverty, abject
living conditions, unemployment,
alcoholism and illilmley do no( need
commando-type
reaction.
Commibnent and hanl wak will
sufface. And frnntly, why should the
party rank and me bother to do much
given that more talk than hard work
has come from the pn:sident himself
all these years.
Finally, feeling pressured by
what Umno was capable of
delivering to the Malays and the
educaliona1 pujects that the MCA

had implemented, The Boss
announced that the MIC had
launched a nationwide campaign to
make 1993 a year to promote
education, political consciousness
and creative thinking in the party.
1be announcement did not even
create a ripple ci excitement among
the Indians or any other groups f<X"
that matter. As far as the Indians
were concerned, the president was
merely playing wolfboy again.
How many times had he
announced grand plans that led
nowhere except to media publicity
f<X" himself'1 The Boss has played
political wolf one time too many. No
one takes him seriously anyrnc:e.
Moreover, it is totally unprincipled
of him to announce plans when there
are no real plans and just because
other people have plans. The
laughing stock of the Barisan
Nasional should read the writing on
the wall, admit that his time on the
political fast-track time is running
out and hang up his political (and
Italian-lailored) suit

•••
HANGING OF
SACRIRCIAL LAMB
So, Tun Salleh has been framed
again. His portrait is finally up
alongside that of the other former
Lord Presidents. This issue of
hanging Tun Salleh was at one stage
in danger of twning into a childish
tug-of-war between the present LP
and the Bar Council (BC). First, the
BC insisted that the l.P allow the
portrait to be put up, but the LP
insisted that there must farst be a
formal. handing~ver ceremony of
the portrait in front of the judges to
which the BC objected as that would
mean attending a formal function
involving the I.P.
Moreover, argued the BC, there
had been no handing-over of
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pOOraits in the case of previous LPs.
Finally,
as
though
in
a=tnowledgementof the fn the BC
was unlikely to kiss and make up
with him now or in the near future,
the LP gave up and the pOOrait went
up without any further fuss or
embarrassment to the parties
involved. As Dickens' Scrooge w~
haunted by the Ghost of Christmas
Past, those responsible for the unjust
sacking of Tun Salleh seem to be
haunted by the Ghost of LP ~

•••
SAHARA OF
MALAYSIA
The Malacca Chief Minister's
big plans for Pulau Besar may end
up in the Straits of Malacca if what
is happening on the resort island is
anything to go by. Known as the
Tapa-Nyai Island Res<X"t. the place
has experienced tremendous staff
turnover since it began operations in
September 1991, the year of the Big
Drought. The resort's financial
controller was reported as saying
that the place was not only
experiencing staff shortage, but also
water shor1age. It seems the taps
often run dry on the island.
One wonders whether the Chief
Minister is aware of this since he had
only recently spoken of Malacca
(the Slate currently holds the title of
Sah:nofMalaysia which used to be
held by Sahara Y aacob) selling
water by the year 200}, Perhaps
what he meant was selling iced
water by the roodside. Obviously,
the water woes or Malacca are far
from over. Either that, or the ci.U'SC
that locals claim is cast over Pu1au
Besar has yet to be lifted. Some
unforgiving locals, who had
suffered tremendously during the
Big Drought, think the ci.U'SC extends
beyond the island.

NNP

CAMPAIGN

MALAYSIANS CONTRIBUTE RM
55,300.00 FOR IRAQI CHILDREN
he Campaign To Save The
Children In Iraq sent a
cheque for RM 55,300-00 to
the Children of Iraq in late
October last year, through the
Malaysian Red Crescent Society.
Dato Dr R S McCoy, the
Chairman of the Campaign,
handed the cheque over to the
Society at its headquarters in
Kuala Lumpur.
The sum of money came as
donations from Malaysians of all
walks of life, in response to the

T

Campaign's appeal for money to
buy medicines to save the
children in Iraq suffering from
malnutrition
aqd
diseases
resulting from the Gulf War in
January- February 1991 and the
trade sanctions imposed by the
United Nations Security Council
on that country.
Many
organizations,
companies, schoolchildren and
individuals
in
Malaysia
contributed generously towards
the Campaign, which was

KeJuruteraan Emas
Univerlltt Saini Malaysia Staff and students
Ahmad Abdul Wahab
Mohd Kasslm a Co.
Yeah Poh San
Mohd Nor Abu lakar
Take One Product
Malaysian Medical AuoclaHon
Consumer Auoclatlon of Penang
Malaysia-Iraqi Friendship Convnlttee

BERNAMA
ParH lakyat Malaysia
Malaysian Social Science AuoclaHon
Women's Aid Organltatlon
Pupils of Sek~ah Menengah Taman Maturl, Kuala Lumpur
INTI CoUege
Pupils of Sekolah lendah ICebangaaan St. Michael's
Institution, lpoh
PRIME College Welfare OrganlloHon
New Straits nmes $foff
Notional Office for Human Development, Catholic Church
Soroptimlst International, ICL
Actors' Studio
AU RAN
Persotuon Pure Life
Dotln Paduko Saleha HJ. Mohd All
Shorltah Fatlrnoh
Mrs Mohd Abdul Hamid
Persotuan ICeboJikan Peket)a·Peker)a Islam, Jobotan Hasll
Dolam Negerl, Pulau Plnang
Zoldah Harun
lsmol Ibrahim

RMIO,OOO-GO
IM6,002·26
RM2,000-GO
IM1,100-GO
IMl,OOO-GO
RMI,OOO-GO
RMI,OOO·OO
RMI,OOO·OO
IMI,OOO-GO
IM1,000-G0
IM1,000-GO
IM500~

IMSOO-GO
IM310-GO
IMU3-GO
IM300-GO
IM355·70
IM300-GO
IM2,250·00
RM1,000·00
RMSOO-QO
RM500-0G
IM300-GO
IMI,OOO·OO
·~.000-00

IMSOO-GO
IM300-GO
RM32S-GO
IMJSO-GO
IM300-GO
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officially launched by Datin Seri
Dr Siti Hasmah Mohamed Ali in
March last year.
On the left are some of the
leading donors:-

Earlier, the Campaign to Save
the Children in Iraq and ABIM
paid the air freight to send a
shipment of medicine worth RM
59,561-37 to Iraq. The medicines
were collected by the Malaysian
Sociological Research Institute
from private companies.
The Campaign to Save the
Children in Iraq would like to
thank all concerned for their
generous
humanitarian
contributions.
Fan YewTeng
Campaign Secteloty

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF IRAQ
2 JALAN LANOGAK GOLF
KUALA LUMPUR

,.

AMBASSADOR·s OFFICE
October 23, 1992
Dato' Dr R.S. McCoy
Chairperson
Campaian To Save The Childrea In Iraq
Pnlai Medical Centre
Jalan Bukut Pantai

S9100 KUALA LUMPUR

DearDato'
On behalf of the people and 6oveift1Mftt of the Republic of
kaq. I have much pleasure In ext-.,c:lrig to you and each of
the distinguished memben of the comtntt.. of the Campaign
To Save Children In Iraq, whom I am privileged to have known,
the expreulonl of gratitude and thonkfUinea for the wonderful
WOik you have done ... I II an unfolg.table story of the time
and effort you have set aside for the work to save the children
In ltaq.
To thole Malaysian brothers and titters who were 10 kind
and generous to contribute for this noble caute ••. go our
ptayers for their continued good health and happlnea.
OUr highest regards go to Yang Amat lerbahagla Datln Sert
Dr Sltl Hasmah blnte Mohd AU for her kind content to officiate
at the launching of the Campaign.
With my kindest regards.

IDSHAM TABAQCHALl
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DEVELOPMENT

Malaysia's Politicized
Environment
Means become ends in themselves
It has become the vogue
for politicians to give lip
service to the
environment when it suits
their purpose. But events
have often forced such
politicians to reveal their
true colours, writes K S
JOMO.

he high profile the Mahathir
administration took before
and at the June 1992 United
Nations
Conference
on
Environment and Development
(UNCED), or Earth Summit, in
Rio de Janeiro has introduced a
new silver lining to the
previously
deteriorating
environment
situation
in
Malaysia.
Mter taking the high moral
ground on envirorunental issues at
various international forums since
the 1989 Langkawi Declaration of
the Commonwealth Heads of
Government Meeting (CHOGM),
the Government is now obliged to
try to put Malaysia's house in orderat least in order to stand up to the
international scrutiny anticipated
after taking a high proftle in Rio and has directed government
officials to act accordingly.

T

Previous Record
This would be praiseworthy

indeed if not for Malaysia's previous
record on envirorunental issues,
especially timber logging.
However, in recent times, the
media has certainly gone out of the
way to give a different, more
positive impression of a Malaysian
Government committed to the
creation of a more caring green
society.
Unfortunately, the Malaysian
government's
previous
environmental record was marked
by apparent oversight in some areas,
especially when the envirorunent ran
foul of the interests of powerful
business interests. Being relatively
developed by Third World standards,
the problem is certainly not
primarily one of ignorance or
technical incapacity, as may well be
the case elsewhere in the South.

BackSeat
The
Situation may have
deteriorated most rapidly in the last
half decade, since the mid-eighties,
as
environmental
resource
conservation and quality of life
issues took a back seat, ftrst to the
quest for economic recovery, and
then, to a single-minded desire for
rapid growth and industrialisation,
with little regard for resource and
ecological consequences.
The means for achieving
development
raising living
standards for all, especially the vast
majority of the relatively less
well-to-do - have become ends in
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themselves, while we seem to have
lost sight of the more lofty goals of
development Fortunatly, most
Malaysians, especially the young,
realise that we ~ destroy the
environment now to achieve growth,
and then hope to salvage it later.

True Colours
All over the world it has become
the vogue for politicians to give lip
service to the environment when it
suits their pwposes, as in the recent
US presidential campaign or the
1990 election manifestos of the
contending parties.
But events have often forced
such politicians to expose their true
colours. It is indeed ironic that
ex-US President George Bush once
refused to be held internationally and
publicly accountable foc the
ecological degradation his policies
have brought about, and threatened
not to attend the Rio Earth Summit
In the pro-Rio drafting sessions
in New York, many diplomats were
shocked to fmd that instead of taking
their advice from their Environment
Ministries, Primary Industries and
other "economic" ministries seemed
to be setting the tone of government
positions on the environment, often
to their embarrassment

Greedy Consumption
In our unfair and Unequal world,
a small minority mostly in the North, •
but also in the South, consumes most
of the resoun:es, and emits most of

the inorganic wastes, while we all
face diminishing resources and have
to live with the consequences of the
irresponsible greedy conswnption of
the weU-kHio.
This is true internationally,
between NMh and South, and
within our own societies as weU,
where greedy businessmen destroy
our natural heritage and emit
dangerous toxic wastes - which
others and future generations have to
live with. Resource depletion on the
one hand, and environmental
degradation. on the other, are the
consequences of unsustainable
growth based on greed.
Malaysia tw been blessed with
abundant natural resources, which
have contributed much to growth,
especially in recent years. But some
policies make this increasingly
diffiCult. and certainly unsustainable
for the future. Let us take just a few
examples.

Population Policy
""

Malaysia's 70 million population
policy by the year 2100 (from
aroWld 18 million now) seems to
have raised the birth rate in recent
years. which has made it even more
difficult to eliminate poverty,
especially among the indigenous
Malays. The 70 million population
policy is based on the simplistic and
perverse logic that a bigger
population means a biggec market.
which will certainly be the case for
rice and other basic needs, but not
for much else.
Meanwhile, the quality of life of
poor people has been furthec reduced
by recent cuts in government
spending on social amenities and
services especially since the
mid-eighties, with government cuts
in public expenditure.

Non-Renewable Resources
Few Malaysians realise that the
two largest sources of export
earnings throughout the eighties

'

•

I

One ol two leadng export~ ol 1tte 'DI wcu limber, a non-renewable
reiOUrce.

were petrolewn and timber
respectively - and not manufactures,
palm oil, rubber and tin, for which
Malaysia is reknowned. Petrolewn is
a non-renewable resource with the
government often allowing more
production when prices decline. And
while timber is theoretically
renewable current logging practices
in much of the country make this a
bad joke.
To make matters worse,
Malaysia's
federal-state
fascal
system encourages state goverments,
especially in Sabah and Sarawak, to
mwmJSe state revenues by
exporting logs, rather than sawn
timber or manufactured wood
products, thus reducing potential
value added from wood expol'tS. If
log exports were replaced by
maufactured wood expor1S, export
earnings could be sustained with far
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less logging.

Timber Politics
The greed of interested parties
keep logging going. In the absence
of open auctions corrupt politicians
and their cronies get the timber
concessions, which they pass to
operators to log. Often, they are
fmanced by foreign (mainly
Japanese) timber impcnecs, who
work with shipping monopolies
controlled by the politically
well-connected. Huge pay-Qffs keep
the politicians in powec while the
trees come down as quickly as
possible in case the concessions are
withdrawn due to political changes.
Thus, the political system giving
rise to this timber politics ensures
short-termism, which in tum
accelerates logging. And as with
petroleum production, timber output

has been increased to offset
economic downturns, ~ in 1987,
when output rose by an incredible 40
per cent to help lift Malaysia out of
the preceding recession.
In September 1992, however, the
Sarawak Govmunent's Directa of
Forestry announced a progranune to
reduce significantly - some would
argue inadequately, owing to the
very high rates prevailing and the
damage already done - logging
activity in the state. Happily, Tokyo
timber prices had already risen by
about half after recent supply
reductions, ma-e than compensating
for the loss of earnings due to the
reduced volume of output and
exports.

Public Concern
In the past, resistance to such
ecological problems has tended to be
localised, usually only involving the
communities directly affected - as
with radioactive waste dumping in
Bukit Merah or the various tribal
communities in Sarawak and
Peninsular Malaysia - and a few
sympathetic
organisations and
individuals since the mass media has
nrdy been the farst to bring such
p1lblc:ms to the attention of the
sc:ncnl public until recently.
Recent developments, however,
sugesa that broad public concern
aad ~n resistance to environmental
depadalion may be increasingly
~e. with the wider impact
of new (I'Oblems such ~ the recent
Wiler shortage in MaJacca. ~ well as
lhe smog (I'Oblem in the Kelang
V3Uey and elsewhere.
IIUUI~qllllte

Public

Transport
Public awareness has also grown
with (I'Oblems such ~ increasing
traffic jams. road accidents and air
pollution. Instead of encoumging
and developing safe, cheap and
convenient public tr.msport, existing
policies and
vested
interest

Malaysia's 70 mlllon population policy mak•s It •v•n mor• dllflcult to
•rase pov•rty among lh• Indigenous Malays.

encourage
reliance
on
an
American-style car-based private
transport system.
Why? Fl.I'Stly, because the
government has foregone a lot of
import revenues and sunk a lot of
public money into the Proton project
for which domestic sales are critical
The recently-announced second
'Malaysian' car will compound,
rather than alleviate this problem.
Secondly,
politically-influencial
businesses virtually monopolise
control of privatised toll roads in
Malaysia, which would be starved of
profits by greatly improved public
transport.

Recognition of
Responsibility
We must recognise political and
business
responsibility
for
environmental degradation. It is
precisely such recognition which
underlines the inadequacy of
exclusive reliance on either the
'command and control' m~ures
favoured by the former - not l~t
because of the rentier opportunities
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they offer - or the now much touted
well ~ ostensibly neutral and
uncorrupting
marltetbased
m~ures favoW'ed by free market
conservatives.
Ensuring transparency and
democratic accountability ~ well ~
adequate information for informed
decision making will be crucial to
ensuring an optimum mix, especially
in developing societies. Only
through
new
broad popular
coalitions around envirorunental and
other concerns can the system be
changed to bring about equitable,
balanced
and
sustainable
development for aU.
Only more careful analysis can
ascertain whether these m~ures
will be adequate or 'too little, too
late'. For the time being, however, it
is probably political considerations,
more than anything else, which will
determine whether such efforts will
be
sustained,
and
whether
ecologically, economically and
socially acceptable development will
ever be achieved in Malaysia. •
~

WOMEN

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
Immediate action needed
Violence against women
Is not a family matter to
be deaH with privately,
neither Is it a women's
issue, writes SUSANNA
GEORGE.
arch 8th is an important
day
for
women
worldwide, both because
of its historical significance and
because of what it represents for
women today.
Eighty four years ago, on
March 8, 1909, 20,000 garment
workers in New York City, USA,
three fourths of whom were
women walked out to protest the
inhuman conditions they worked
in, and waged a 13-week strike
before they were given the right
to organise, shorter working
hours and more pay.
The day was marked to
commemorate the collective
struggle of women workers not
just in USA but globally.

M

Feminist Struggle
Since the late 1800's, women
all-'lver the world have organised
together for various reasons:
labour issues, recognition of their
rights, needs and perspectives as
working mothers, as survivors of
violence of all forms, as human
beings who must be recognised
as equal partners in any and all
spheres,
whether economic,

political, cultural, social or
spiritual.
For many women in the
colonised world, their history of
active feminist struggle is
intertwined with the nationalist
struggles of their countries.
Certainly, in Malaysia women
have actively participated in the
nationalist struggle, in both the
anti- British and anti-Japanese
eras.
Women in Malaysia have
been organised both formally and
informally in various sectors of
society since the 1920s. In the
1980s,' women have focused their
attention on the issues of
Violence Against Women, which
until that time had received little
attention and had been dismissed
as isolated cases with no
overaching linkages.
Women who struggle to
overcome
Violence
Against
Women know otherwise.

Inherent to Society
Violence directed against
women for reasons of their
gender alone is a result of
inequitable
power
relations
between women and men - a
reality which is inherent to our
society, and to most societies in
this world.
We argue that Violence
Against Wome.n in all forms including· domestic violence,
rape, sexual harassment, incest,
mail order brides, comfort
women, prostitution, custodial
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rape, rape and sexual torture of
women in militarised zones - are
violations of women's basic
human rights.
know
that
We
also
eliminating Violence Against
Women in society is the
responsibility of all people, both
men and women. If, in fact, we
as human rights activists are
serious about ridding society of
all forms of violence and
establishing alternative systems
that are truly just and equitable,
then women's basic human rights
to a viol~nce-free existence must
be a part of everyone's agenda.

Domestic Violence
Of all forms of violence in
Malaysia, domestic violence is
one of the most invisible, yet
insidious forms of violence,
because it happens within the
family, in a society where the
family is upheld as the ideal
societal unit.
In a survey commissioned by
the Women's Aid Organisation
(WAO) and conducted by Survey
Research Malaysia in 1991, an
estimated 1 in every 10 adult
women in Malaysia are victims
of
domestic
violence.
Furthermore, the incidence of
domestic violence reported in
Malaysia has been steadily
increasing since 1984.
To date 3600 cases have been
reported. Many, many more go
unreported for so many reasons women are ashamed to tell others

The VVamen•s Ciluestian

that they are being violated, they
believe that they will be shunned
b)' society. even blamed for
instigating the violence, and
many others are economically
and socially dependent on their
abusers for the survival of their
children and themselves.
While families will continue
to be a source of power and
nurturance for women, we have
to face the reality that does occur
even in these settings and will
persist and probably increase if
we do not take immediate
actions. AJI of us, women and
men who care, must take
responsibility for this violence
and can no longer claim that it is
a family matter to be dealt with
privately.
For those of us who work as
human rights activists, no longer
can we believe that Violence
Against Women is a women's

issue. Never can our society be
truly just and equitable if
women's basic human rights are
denied.

Protection Against Abuse
Since 1985, the Joint Action
Group (JAG), an ad hoc coalition
of several women's organisations
in Malaysia, have been lobbying
for the enactment of a Domestic
Violence Act. that will give
women (children and men) who
are survivors of violence in their
homes, protection against their
abuser.
Today. eight years later we
are still campaigning, and the
proposed Act continues to be
delayed from being passed
through
the
parliamentary
process.
We only hope that our
government priorities and passes
the proposed Domestic Violence
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Act in the 1993's parliamentary
sitting - we believe that it must
be because Malaysian women's
reality is that we do not live in
violence-free societies, not even
in the safety of our homes.
As we celebrated the events
of Suara Wanita a week-long
celebration
of
International
Women's Day from March 7-13
at
Central
Market,
Kuala
Lumpur, one of our goals was to
draw support for our campaign
against Domestic Violence and
demonstrate women's solidarity.
Join us as we struggle for the
transformation of our society,
where both women and men can
live free from all forms of
violence and persecution . •
Susanna George Is the Secretary of
AWAM (All Women Action Society)
worldnQ In the Vlolence Against
Women SUb-<;omm/Nee

ARTS

FILMS AND MALAYSIAN SOCIETY
Where are those films In
Malaysia that are crtttcal of
mainstream discourse?
asks ROM NAIN. He
analyses the content and
form of some popular
genres and addresses the
question of why there are
so few memorable films
and suggests how we c an
begin to develop a more
critical film-making and
film-going community.

The Background
great thinker once boldly
declared that religion is
the opiate of the masses.
He was, of course, speaking in a
different time, and about a
different set of socio-cultural
circumstances than the ones we
find ourselves faced
with
presently. Indeed, : it is often
argued in Malaysia today that it
is the media - including film,
television,
the
advertising
industry and radio - that have
become the opiate of the masses.
the
ever-inc~g
From
television convnercials w~. to
borrow from Bob Dylan, " :.. con
you into thinking that you're the one
that can do what's never been done,
that can win what's never been won"
popular television series, like
Remang-Remang Kota Raya which
legitimises a law and order society to
equally popular, extremely dense
movies, like the slapstick Driving
School which actually demeans
women: the media as a whole in
Malaysia dulls the senses of the

A

audience, virtually never inviting us
to question the status quo.
As far as the medium of film is
concerned, one would think that
local producers have a little more
leeway, a greater amount of
autonomy, as compared with their
compatriots in the other media. After
all, this is quite evident not only in
the industrialised west. but also in
not-~industrialised counbies like
India and the Philippines, where
Dne progress has been made in the
production of alternative ftlms.
"Alternative" here doesn't mean
"arty", avant garde films in the
European tradition. Instead, it simply
means fllms with alternative
contents, which do not look at
society through nanow lenses,
accepting everything as "the way
things are", but attempt to analyse
"the way things have been
designed". Sadly, local ftlms have a
long, long way to go in this ~L

The Source of the Malaise
One doesn't have to look very
far, of course, to locate the primary
sources of this sad state of affairs. As
perbaps with every other fonn of
activity in contempcnry Malaysia,
the activity of ftlm-malcing and even
that of the present.alion of ftlms
cannot hope to divorce themselves
from the prevailing political,
economic
and
cultural
circumstances.
Ours· is
an
extraordinarily "sensitive" society or at least it has been made to
become that way by powedul social
and political forces.
It is a society where even a
tender kissing scene between two
consenting adults in a movie is
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deemed suffiCient to morally conupt
us, sufficient to destroy "our"
p-ecious
Eastern
culture.
Presumably, our great moral
guardians in the Censorship Board
have never read the Kama Sutra.
Hence, they go snip, snip, snipping
away to save us poor innocents, in
defence of our morals. That.
wlfortwlaJely, is the repressed and
repressive reality of Malaysian
society. Indeed, ours is a society
where it is an everyday occurrence
for courting couples to be
apprehended by the authorities for
merely being together, with their
clothes on.
Ours is a society that accepts, as
a matter or course, a situation where
the authorities - religious or
otherwise - can come barging
through our doors, without so much
as a "hello", to check if our pants are
liternlly down. Ours is a society that
has
Wl.iversity
undergraduates
constantly being monitored in their
Desas- by academic staff, mind you
- to maJce sw-e they are not
experimenting with each other.
Many liberals may bemoan this
Slate of affairs and even feel rightly
concerned for the state of freedom in
Malaysia. However, it is not
surprising that even many more
others, as evidenced by the
comments we get, especially in the
non-English language press, are
heavily supportive of these measures
by the powers that be.
What we need to understand is
that religion - in its narrowest sense has become f&nnly entangled with
our
political
and
cultural
circumstances. And that a narrow but extremely visible - aspect or

religion which is easily accepted by
the masses aids in legitimising the
existence and the actions of the
Censorship Board, actirig on behalf
of groups higher up in the hierarchy.
And when the Censorship Board has
powers of this carte· blanche nature
to evaluate cultural products not on
the basis of their artistic merits but
pimarily on the basis of the
"sensitivity" of their contents, not
SUI'JXisingly it becomes well-nigh
impossible for a critical and
JXQgressive literary and artistic
tradition to flourish in Malaysia. By
extension, this situation - and the
conditions within this situation impinges upon the development of a
pogressive
local
film-making
industry.

The Political and
Economic Climate
Film making is an expensive
endeavour.
Malaysia
(the
inlerferences
by
the
State
notwithstanding) allegedly has a free
enaprise economy. And, it would

fllms being produced loca1Iy and the
types of ftlms that are important and
have extended runs on the local
circuit
Anyone foolish enough to
believe that the profit motive will
encourage greater creativity or result
in a wider variety of genres being
made available by Malaysian film
producers, has to either be a
f<nignec who has just stepped on
Malaysian soil or some Wllainled
local who has not viewed an A.R.
Badul movie. For the uninitiated,
A.R. Badul is a local fllm producer,
director and actor who specialises in
making stomach<hurning slapstick
comedies which appeal to the lowest
common denominator but are,
nonetheless, Malaysian box office
hits. Indeed, as evidenced by the
prolifemtion of badly produced
slapstick
comedy
series
on
Malaysian television, this is about
the most popular genre around.
If films and other media are
assumed to be reflective of a society,
then surely the prepondemnce of

• t

~

.

Sc•,. trom lh• nlm XX llA Y: Ev•n lh• ptoflt motif has fall•d to •ncourag•
greal•r cT•allvlty .

appear that it has been made more so
by the introduction of a number of
policies by the present government,
including
the
much-heralded
privatisat.ion policy. These two
factors - fllm being an expensive
medium and the (rivatisation of
Malaysian industries - combined,
help to further explain the types of

these inane slapstick comedies on
the Malaysian fllm circuit, and their

immense popularity, is a sad
commentary on our society.
That action adventure movies of
a particularly violent nature are also
equally popular in Malaysia. should
make us wonder further what kind of
a society we are fast becoming. The
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locally produced ones, particularly
the "specials" churned out by the
likes of Yusof Haslam and Julie
Dahlan, Wlshamedly aim at
legitimising the existence of the
re)RSSive State apparatus - the
police, the militay - in Malaysian
society.
These films make the existence
and pactices of these forces
Wlp-oblematic,
unquestionable,
natural and invariably' moral.
Indeed, the close C<H>pe.ration
between these fUm-makers and the
police and military is very apparent
from the credits that roll at the end of
each of their films.
ImpMed fllms of this genre also
tend to have a large following as
evidenced by the box office success
of right-wing movies, including
Rambo and Missing in Action.
Looking at general trends., one is,
indeed,

hard-pressed

to

find

commercially successful local or
foreign films which deviate from
these two basic genres, with the
exception,
of
course,
of
heavily-hypede tear-jerkers such as
Fenomena.
Briefly then, commercaa.IJy
successful films currently shown
and/or produced in Malaysia
invariably belong to a narrow range
of genres. Most of the local films
tend to ape religiously the narmtive
styles of their Western counterparts.
In many instances, they are merely
pale limitations of western genres.
This pillletic state of affairs,
briefly illustrated here, can most
fruitfully be assessed, understood
and
explained
by
initially
understanding
the
political,
economic and cultural contexts
within which these films are
produced and/or presented.

Where do we get from
here?
The pictwe of local film
production and film viewing
presenled here is, admittedly and

deliberalely, a rather gloomy one.
While the facos conlributing 1o this
situation may be debatable, one
would really need 1o be a naive
optimi& or a sado-masochi& 1o
assume that the overall situation, on
the contrary, is encouraging.
Clanging the political, economic
and cultural environment- if change
is at all possible given current
constraints - would ~uire a lengthy
period. ~rooced prejudices,
~itions
and
ideologies
cannot be transformed overnight
But. this should not deter us from
addressing the problem candidly and
starting 1o work out viable strategies
for the future success of the ftlm
industry and, by extension, the
cultural industries.
In this respect. there currently
exi& at least tlvee elements or
factors which can play imponant
roles in the development of a literate
Malaysian film audience - a
lcnowledgeable audience, that is, that
would refuse to accept the garbage
being churned out and would be
concerned enough 1o say so in no
WlCeltain terms.
F'tlm departments in local
universities are the first of these
elements.
Sadly,
these
film
departments presently appear 1o be
laclring a clear philosophy, hence are
going nowhere fast Unsure whether
to teach the llows to analyse the
whys, they end up being saocked up
with the lalest, sophistica1ed and
very expensive film equipment. fast
gathering dust.
Indeed, what is most apparent is
that there is this fetish for the latest
technology, irrespective of whether
one lcnows how 1o handle that
technology. No comprehensive
courses on film theory, ftlm criticism
or even film history exist in our
universities now. Instead. a trade
~hool appoach has been adopted.
The emphasis is on the construction
of artefacts (ftlms, filmlets, od
nauseam) with hardly a serious

thought

being

given

to

the

deconstruction of available artefacts.
It is this confused priooty in our
ftlm departments which needs 1o be
addressed and clarified. The blind
acceptance of ftlms - and other
media
as merely being
technological forms not affected by
developments
in
our social
formation,
not
embodying
ideologies, needs lo be questioned.
Without courses in ftlm theory,
criticism
and
history,
such
questioning will never take place.
It is in these ftlm departments
that students should be given the
opportwlity 1o engage critically with
the medium, to experiment based on
some tmderstanding of the forms
with which they are experimenting,
and not merely lo reproduce the
same genres based on the same
narrative structures and forms. If
indeed our ftlm students are going 1o
be our future ftlm producers,
~riptwriters and directors. then this
rethinking of the role of our film
departments must take top priority.
Secondly, less formal, less
~ institutions, like film
societies. also have a role 1o play.
Thus far, ftlm societies in Malaysia.
unfortunately, have been labelled
elitist or highbrow, screening fcnign
(mainly European) films containing
themes which are apparently far
removed from the experiences of the
mass Malaysian public. To ~
this elitist tag, these societies should
perhaps consider screening and
discussing local films as weu. and
even
conducting
worthwhile
discourses with the makers of these
ftlms. Such a strategy would surely
have the desired result of widening
membership.
F'mally there is the entertainment
press. What is quite apparent is that
ftlm criticism and general coverage
of the film industly in the local p-ess
are quite varied. The Malay p-ess
tends to highlight the lrivia in the
ftlm world, specialising in gossip
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and generally creating a "star"
system,
when
none
should
legitimately exist The English press
tends 1o be a lrifle more reticent in
its coverage of both local and
imported ftlms. admittedly p-oviding
more palatable information. What
both clearly lack is serious ftlm
criticism, with the current emphasis
being more on straightforward film
reviewing.
A more concerted effort by the
press at developing such criticism
while discarding the tendency 1o fall
at the feet of both local and foreign
ftlm makers and actors must also be
considered This will invariably help
1o expose the pretentiousness within
the industry and demolish the myths
surrounding it
These are, of course, minor
strategies which, on their own, are
not going lo revolutionise the
Malaysian film industly overnight
nor instantly create a more
conducive climate for artistic
expression.
Creating such a climate wouJd,
of cow-se, require major changes
based on greater political will on the
part of everyone concerned. But
even adopting these minor strategies
will certainly help tremendously in
stepping up the development of a
more literate and enlightened film
audience.
An enlightened audience would,
in tum, provide the frrst major step
lowards malring possible the major
changes - an audience. that is, who
Wlderstands. for instance, that with a
greater censorship of fllms - and of
the arts generally - we risk creating,
in the words of the Financial Times
ftlm critic, Nigel Andrews, "a
society emotionally lobotomised by
the loss of its freedom 1o dream and
fantasise on the dark. as weU as the
light. side of the imagination". •
• Rom Naln l•l•ctur•r In th• Mau
Communication Pragramm•.
Unlv•r~ltl Saini Malaysia.
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connected and have titles to their
names.
Arlffln Omor
President
19 March 1993
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CONCERNS
Tan Sri Eric Chla Episode

W

hile Aliran views with
regret the treatment meted
out to Tan Sri Eric Chia in
America, the calls by certain groups
to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to
lodge a strong protest to the U.S.
Government is a sad example of over
reaction.
While it is regretable that
Malaysians travelling to America
have been subjected to unfortunate
treatment by U.S. authorities on a
number of ocassions, it would be
unrealistic to treat such incidents as a
deliberate attempt on the part of the
U.S.
government
to
harass
Malaysians in America.
If Malaysians continue to be
subjected to such treatment it is
advisable for them to avoid going to
the United States.
However from objective reports
now available, it appears that Tan Sri
Eric Chia is partly responsible for his
unfortunate experience.
In a nation where there are
stringent
precautions
against

hijackers and terrorists, an attempt by
anyone to board a plane without a
valid boarding pass and striking a
security guard who was merely doing
his duty is an offence not just in
America but in any other airport in
the world.
As such, if Tan Sri Eric Chia
feels that he has been unjustly treated
by the U.S. authorities, it is
incumbent upon him to institute legal
proceedings against those concerned
and sue for damages.
While Aliran commends the
Malaysian government for speedily
protesting against the treatment
meted out to Tan Sri Eric Chia, we
hope that the interests of other
Malaysians in countries such as
Japan, Taiwan and South Korea who
according to our local press are being
exploited and abused would also be
protected with the same fum stand
and purpose as is now being
exhibited. This is the only way to
show all Malaysians that the interests
and rights of all Malaysian citizens
abroad will be looked into and not
just those who are politically well
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Review Ceremonies
And Titles

A

liran welcomes the views
expressed by Minister of
International
Trade
and
Industry Datuk Seri Rafidah Aziz last
Sunday (21-3-93) regarding the need
to review the normal practice of
conducting elaborate ceremonies for
welcoming dignitaries such as
ministers, and the use of salutations.
This is indeed in line with the
government's current aspiration to
curb and check present practices of
honouring dignitaries especially the
royalty, that can be deemed as
unlslamic and demeaning to the
dignity of the ordinary rakyat.
It is only proper that ministers
and other political leaders, being a
group voted in by the rakyat, should
behave in a manner that would not
distance themselves from the people
whom they are supposed to serve.
Discarding
separate
sitting
arrangements and the practice of
providing different cutlery for
different people in official functions,
as suggested by Rafidah, is a step in
the right direction.
In addition, by doing away with
elaborate welcoming ceremonies, the
government would also cut down on
the waste of man-hours, time that
government servants could better
spend by serving the general public
and increasing the productivity of the
departments concerned.
Salutations such as Yang AmaJ
Berhormat, Yang Berbahagia and
Yang Berhormat also require a
re-think. For a possible negative
effect of these titles is that they invite
unquestioning loyalty on the part of
the general public. This could lead to
abuse on the part of the title-holder.
Finally, the issuing of titles to
people requires serious reviewing
given the fact that these titles, in
certain cases, have been misused by

certain people and also carry a
certain feudal aura.
There are a few pouihilitie.~:
• The government may want to
abolish the prachce of issuing titles
as a step towards egalitarianism in
the society.
• Secondly, if titles are still seen
as playing a necessary
social
function, titles should be restricted to
a few people only (throughout the
whole country).
• Thirdly, the government ought
to do away wtth titles that are not
only too long but also "feudal"
sounding, such as Datuk Indera
Kayangan Bistari (which some state
might in future confer).

Mustafa I( Anuor
Exco Memt>.r
23 March 1993

Holistic Human Rights

A

liran
welcomes
the
organisation of this Regional
Meeting for Asia on Human
Rtghts that is being held in Bangkok
currently by the United Nations. We
believe it provides a forum for
Asians to express and exchange their
views on this important subject.
Aliran has always emphasised a
holistic and integrated approach to
human rights since its inception an
1977. In our role as a Social
Educator, we have reiterated that the
Economic and Social rights of the
people are equally important as the
Civil and Political rights of the
society.
The struggle for human rights
must encompass not only political
freedom but the right to adequate
food, clothing and shelter, the right
of meaningful employment and just
reward for our labour and also the
right to education. proper health and
medical care plus raising a family.
In the case of multi-ethnic
societies, it also means the right to
study one's language, practice one's
religion and maintain one's customs.
Consciousness of the right to a
clean environment, a world of peace,
unthreatened by nuclear war, undue
interference and harassment by big
bureaucracy or industry, equal

treatment
regardless
of
sex
some examples.
Aliran is also equally concerned
specifically women who want to be
that most Asians have very little
seen and accepted as people with
capacity to decide and act on their
freedom to determine their own
own behalf are precious.
destinies due to an International
System dominated by institutions that
In order to realise these rights,
there
have
to
be
effective
practice double standards directed by
the elites of the North such as the
mechanisms to monitor the violation
United Nations Security Council, the
and non realisation of these rights.
Group of Seven, the International
Over the years the mechanisms for
monitoring civil and political rights
Monetary Fund, the World Bank and
have evolved, to such an extent that
the General Agreement on Tariffs
our understnding of human rights has
and Trade. It simply goes to show
been restricted to these aspects only.
how an unjust international system
We feel strongly that this
curtails the liberty of human rights.
We feel that human rights can
conference
should
consider
flourish only in an environment
mechanisms to monitor violations of
economic, social and cultural rights
where justice prevails at all levels i.e.
so that in future human rights will be
at
international,
national
and
individual level.
viewed in a more comprehensive
Executive Committee
manner.
•
27 March 1993
Aliran also hopes that Asian
governments which have not ratified
the International Covenant on Civil
&t
Political
Rights
and
the
International Covenant on
Economic,
Social
&t
.
Cultural Rights will ratify
Arriving on "garbage barges" or relabeled
them. Asian governments
as other products, discarded and
must also ratify some of
banned toxic wastes are finding their way
from the U.S. to the !hird World
the other UN Conventions
like
the
Convention
Against
Torture,
the
Convention
on
the
Elimination of All Forms
of Racial Discrimination,
the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination Against
Women
and
the
Convention on the Rights
of the Child. These
governments should also
be persuaded to ratify
relevant
International
Labour
Organization
(ILO) conventions.
Our
own
country
Malaysia has not ratified
most of these Covenants
and Conventions and
there are a whole series of
laws which inhibit and
restrict the growth of
human
rights.
The
pernicious
Internal
Security Act, Printing and
Publication
Act
and
Official Secrets Act are
~
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of lives which would have been
inevitable had any of the turbines
had exploded. Even concerning
this disaster, the Energy Ministry
has not told the public the whole
truth as I had pointed out during
the last budget debate.

Poor Planning
Only as recently as on 15
February 1993 a columnist,
Shaik Osman Majid, wrote a
piece in the New Straits Times
entitled:"High time Tenaga told
the whole truth to consumers".
Apart from commenting on the
questionable
statistics
periodically trotted out by TNB,
he concluded that "Tenaga
Nasional Bhd must accept blame
lor poor planning."
It is shocking that a
high-profile corporation like
TNB did not calculate the
projected demands for energy by
the industrial sector which was
rather obvious after the economy
recovered by 1987.
Among other things, I asked

in January 1991 why 1,500
engineers who were trained in
gas turbines engineering for Paka
were not being utilized in the
Generation Projects Department.
In December 1991, I again
warned in Parliament that,
"Serious power shortages are
anticipated by late next year. It is
alleged that 2,000 MW out of the
national grid's estimated 5,000
MW capacity has been put out of
action
through
faulty
maintenance."

Mismanagement
The top management of TNB
must bear full responsibility for
such negligence. Other cases of
negligence
resulting
from
damages to turbines are linked to
contracts
being
given
to
contractors who are not qualified
to carry out the job. The case of
the Paka power station in
Trengganu will illustrate this.
On 27/28 August 1989, the
Malay Mail reported that the
damage to the Toshiba steam
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turbine 3C at Paka would cost
RM35 million. However, the
Energy Minister stated that the
cost of the repairs was only RM3
to RM4 million.
In his written answer to my
question in Parliament, the
Minister stated that TETRACON
had been found guilty of causing
damage to turbine 3C and that
TETRACON
had
been
blacklisted by TNB.
The question is: Why did
TNB allow TETRACON to get
this job when they had no
experience in this line and it
would have been so much
cheaper and logical to have got
TOSHIBA. the manufacturer of
the turbine in the first place?
And why was TETRACON not
taken to court for negligence and
made to pay for the damage?
Furthermore,
why
is
TETRACON still getting large
contracts through the TNB
management and still working on
turbines and boilers even after
the Minister had proof that
TETRACON had damaged the
boilers elsewhere at Port Dickson
and Perai power stations.

The Minister Misled the
House
To another of my questions,
the Minister continued to mislead
the House by denying there was a
Danish
Power
Consultants'
Report on the damage inflicted
by TETRACON on the boilers at
Port Dickson and Perai even
though I had proof of such a
report.
The fact was that the Danish
Power
Consultants
were
appointed by LLN and their
report was very critical of the
sub-standard
work
by
TETRACON. The boiler tubes
had not been welded to the
standards recommended by the
Factories
and
Machinery

Department and this had put the
lives of our engineers at stake.
This report has been hidden
because of the embarrassing
contents of the report. There is
clearly not only mismanagement
but also corruption and criminal
sabotage of the power system
involved here.

Questionable Tenders
When the RM 1 billion
contract for 7 gas turbines was
awarded to NEI-ABB, the
Minister claimed that none of the
tenderers satisfied the delivery
requirements of 12 months and
that the best offer was 18
months.
Again the Minister misled the
House on this issue. For if the
delivery and commissioning of
the gas turbines were so urgent,
why did LLN not stipulate the
requirements in the tender
documents before the tender was
released?
The fact was that the tender
did not sj>ecify the 12 months
delivery requirement to the
tenderers until after the tender
submission.
The
12-month

delivery requirement was only
mooted after NEI-ABB's post
tender offer. NEI-ABB had just
lost a tender in Indonesia and so
had
allegedly
lower-rated
machines available.
It is Government and World
Bank procedure that post tender
offers are not acceptable since it
is obviously cheating and not
proper in international tenders.
Such practices can only put
Malaysia in a bad light with
international tenderers and raise
questions
regarding
the
privatisation procedures as being
practised.
The Minister did not deny my
assertion
that
he
visited
NEI-ABB in Zurich in May 1990
with Datuk Ibak bin Abu Hussin
(then managing director at TNB),
to discuss the gas turbine project
before its official proposal.
During the January 1991
meeting of Parliament, I brought
out evidence to show that the 7
gas turbines should have cost
around RM500 million instead of
RM1 billion and called on the
ACA to investigate. I understand
that subsequently, the Cabinet

froze this contract to buy the
turbines.
MINCO is another company
which gets special treatment.
Although it is only an agent for
contractors such as John Brown
Engineering
and
Peninsula
Power, it is allowed to undertake
work for TNB as a consultant.
When it bid for the Pasir Gudang
combined cycle project, it was
allowed to tie-up with 5 foreign
partners while other local
consultants were only allowed to
tie- up with one foreign partner.

How Can tht Minister
Not Resign?
How can such patently bizarre
relationships be explained in any
other way except by concluding
that there are seemingly conflicts
of
interest
involving
the
Minister, TNB management and
these companies?
The above are merely some
major cases in a complex web of
political-corporate-civil service
connections
defying
public
accountability. •

BURNING ISSUES
~alay~ansponderaseriesofcalamffles
By Doug Tsuruoka in Kuala Lumpur
rime Minister Datuk Seri Mahathir
Mohamad must be thinking twice before
stepping outside Malaysia these days. He
was on a trip to Europe last September when a
power failure knocked out electricity to nine of 11
West Malaysian states. Less than a month later, he
was visiting Japan when a fire destroyed the
control tower of Malaysia's main airport at
Subang.

P

The September blackout was blamed on a
lightning bolt that allegedly struck power
transmission lines in the state of Terengganu. In
the case of the airport blaze, a man was arrested
on suspicion of arson (the case has yet to come to
court).
But the causes of 10 of the 15 other major fires
that have hit public or government facilities in
Malaysia in the past three years remain a mystery.
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Even more worrisome, the frequency of the
fires seems to be increasing. In 1992 alone, seven
blazes occurred in or near Kuala Lumpur. In
addition to two incidents at the airport, the fires
damaged a hospital, various government offices
and a university hostel. In early December, the
second floor of the capital's High Court building
and the annex of the Home Ministry were gutted
within 24 hours of each other. The fires have even
struck close to Mahathir himself: one of the
airport blazes destroyed a row of duty-free stores
owned by his daughter.
Already, 1993 has seen its first entry in the
list. On 26 January, federal-government offices in
the former seaport town of Malacca were gutted.
(Ironically, that day's edition of Malaysia's New.
Straits Times newspaper had carried an editorial
headed Another Year of Fires?)
Officials in Kuala Lumpur are anxious. More
than the M$100 million (US$39 million) in
financial damage the fires have caused, they fear
the infernos will affect foreign investment, which
last year reached M$18 billion.
Their worries may be justified. "I am deeply
concerned about this kind of infrastructure
problem," says the manager of a Swiss watch
factory in the northern city of Ipoh.
On the face of it, there is no link between the
fires. Arson has been ruled out as a common
cause, given the diverse nature of the locations.
Wilder theories - including one that agents of the
US Central Intelligence Agency set the fires in
retaliation for Mahathir's anti-Western views lack evidence as well.
Many people in the federal district, however,
believe one explanation may be the growing pains
associated with Malaysia's booming economy.
Six of the blazes have officially been attributed to
electrical faults. Such faults are common in old
buildings whose circuits are overtaxed by
increasing use, or where construction standards
have been skimped to cut costs. "The
infrastructure has been over-stretched," says
Roger Bertelson, president of the Kuala
Lumpur-based American Business Council.
A 6 December report in the New Straits Times
concurs. It cites local fire officials as saying that
defective wiring tops the list of probable reasons
for the fires.
The article also quotes a senior executive in
the Department of Electricity Supply as linking
slipshod wiring to the high demand for local
contractors.

But Malaysia's construction problem lies not
in lax building laws (it has some of the toughest
in the world} but in enforcement. Fire and other
officials admit that routine building inspections
have not kept pace with the number of new or
renovated buildings.
Nor do many buildings have basic
frre-prevention features that function. Take, for
example, the case of a 20-storey skyscraper in
Kuala Lumpur in which the sprinkler system had
water pipes attached to it only on the first 10
floors. "All the sprinkler heads above the tenth
floor were cosmetic," says Ahmad Fisal, an
energy consultant who inspected the building.
But why should shoddy building practices lead
to so many fires in such a short period of time?
Faulty wiring and poor construction are common
in many developing countries.
One increasingly popular theory holds that the
fires are related to the power out-ages that have
plagued Malaysia over the past three years. The
technical basis for this argument rests with the
fact that abrupt changes in electrical current can
trigger short- circuits, which, in turn, can lead to
fires.
Lee Eng Lock, a Singapore-based electrical
engineer familiar with Malaysian power systems,
notes that sharp fluctuations in voltage can cause
motor-driven electrical equipment to momentarily
absorb more power. As this happens, the wires in
the equipment overheat, eventually reaching
temperatures high enough to cause a fire.
Tenaga Nasional, the national power
corporation, denies there is a connection between
the fires and recent disruptions in the electricity
supply. "There is no power fluctuation at the
Tenaga Nasional grid system," says Ibrahim Haji
Hassan, the utility's public affairs manager.
"Voltage at the customer level is maintained
within specified limits using automated regulatory
equipment."
But one source close to Tenaga challenges this
assertion. "That is a Jot of nonsense," a former
power engineer told the REVIEW. "If you take a
voltage meter and measure current output at
various times of the day, you will frnd wide
variations in the current."
Further, the former engineer suspects many of
the fires could be the result of a "thump" effect
caused when power is suddenly cut off to large,
energy-consuming facilities. The abrupt drop in
voltage, he says, can produce an effect that
creates sparks in old or defective wiring. The
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public
resulting damage can take days or weeks to
facilities that have either old or recently installed
develop into something more serious. he adds.
electrical systems.
Speculation linking the flfes to Malaysia's
This could be done by matching wiring
troubled power system has also come from other
samples from a building against the specifications
quarters. Criminal investigations Department
stipulated in its blue-prints, Lee and others say.
director Datuk Zaman Khan said in a 4 December
Records of power-supply irregularities should
press conference that a short-circuit may have
also be matched against the sites and dates of
caused the fire that destroyed the second floor of
recent fires to see if there is a correlation, they
suggest.
the High Court building. Ruling out a "foreign
If the answer is positive, Malaysia may have
link" to the blaze, he told the Star newspaper that
found a rational explanation for its recent run of
in addition to the possible electrical defect, there
bad luck. But that might not prevent Prime
had been "many power failures" just before the
Minister Mahathir worryi'.!.& about the home front
incident.
Some analysts have observed that many of the
next time he goes abroad. •
buildings that have burned are either new or have
Extract.cllrom FAR EASTERN ECONOMIC REVIEW
been recently renovated. This lends credence to
11 F•bluart 1993
the idea that shoddy workmanship and wiring are
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ACCOUNTABILITY

THE CURRENT ENERGY CRISIS
Minister must be accountable
In this article, DR KUA KIA
SOONG raises some
questions regarding the
goings-on In TNB and the
serious consequences
they hold out for the
country.

he current energy crisis is
one crisis which the Energy
Minister cannot say that he
could not help it or that it could
not have been foreseen.
When
I
first
entered
Parliament in December 1990,
my first speech was on the
revelations
of
cronyism,
mismanagement, corruption and
other strange goings-on at
Tenaga Nasional. During the
Committee Stage of that budget
debate, I put forward a censure
motion to cut RM 10 from the
pay of the Minister.
Two questions were pointedly
directed to the Minister, namely,
(i) Would he resign if the
energy industry was forced to
resort to loan shedding;
(ii)
Would the Energy
Ministry
undertake
to
compensate industrialists if there
was lOad shedding?
Among other things, I called
for a Royal Commission of
Enquiry into the state of affairs
in TNB which was described by
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some Concerned Engineers as
something
which
"could
eventually make the $2.2 billion
BMF scandal seem like only
'minor irritation'".
The House would remember
the theatrics of the Minister in
trying to stop me from speaking
during that debate and his
threatening words, "If you were
not a new MP, I would refer you
to the Committee of Privileges."
I continued to raise the
problems in TNB during the
Parliamentary sessions in 1991
and 1992.
Certainly, the Minister must
be
held
responsible
for
misleading the House and the

ol,. power

public all this time. At stake is
not only the inconvenience to
consumers but also the millions
of
ringgit
in
loss
to
manufacturers,
and
the
confidence of investors in the
industrial master plan of the
country.
International magazines like
the Far Eastern Economic
Review had also commented on
the questionable dealings in TNB .
and had warned of the impending
energy crisis at least two years
ago.
The
Big
Blackout
of
September 29 last year was a bad
enough disaster and we were
fortunate that there was no loss
... contlnwd on pog. J6

